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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
I have spent the first eight months in this job endeavouring to familiarise myself with the
three congregations and parishes that form the City Centre Parish Grouping. I have been
struck by the kindness and Christian compassion manifested by members of St. Nicholas
Uniting, Queen Street and St. Mark‟s, many of whom demonstrate the love of Christ in
unheralded ways on a daily basis. In line with the aims and aspirations of the Parish
Grouping, I have listened to people‟s experiences, questions and stories, and, hopefully,
heard God‟s news from the community.
This paper contains a sample of the steps I think we can realistically take to:





respond to human need by loving Christian service
seek to transform unjust structures of society
overcome separation between Church and community
fulfil human potential and affirm God‟s creation
proclaim the Good News of the Kingdom

The panel at my job interview impressed upon me that the Parish Grouping recognised the
need to “take risks” and “leave comfort zones” in order to fulfil the Church‟s role and
halt/reverse the steady decline in the three congregations. Some of the ideas and proposals
that follow certainly fall into the “risk” category, and it will be interesting to see how willing
we really are to accept the need for change and step out in faith. After all, we as a Church are
challenged to adapt and engage, not resist and retreat.
Many a conversation with the good folk at all three churches has harked back to the “good
old days” of the post-war years when our pews were full and the church buildings were the
focal point of many people‟s social as well as spiritual lives. But even in those times the Kirk
had its finger on the pulse of changing social mores.
A newspaper article from 1946 stated: “When the North Church, Queen Street, was built
some 45 years ago, an injunction was issued by Aberdeen Presbytery to the effect that
aggressive evangelistic work should be carried out in the East End of the city. For many years
the Rev. James Stewart, D.C. Mitchell and others accomplished notable work in the overcrowded slums of the East End.
“As housing and the general environment improved, the methods employed for the
„aggressive evangelistic work‟ became obsolete, and, in place, it was resolved that the
missionary field for the Scottish Church should be among the young people. . .
“Leader of the missionary team since 1938 has been the Rev. John Symington. The
outstanding success of the mission is easily proved, for the North Church Youth Centre is one
of the largest in the Church of Scotland. . . and more than 600 young people are now
partaking of Christian fellowship in a manner that is agreeable to their desires and in a way
that is for the betterment of their lives.”
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Heady days indeed. Significantly, however, even in its pomp the Kirk was acutely aware of
the importance of keeping in touch with the needs of its parishioners.
In the second decade of the 21 st century many churches (especially Established churches) in
affluent Scotland are faced with ageing congregations and high-maintenance buildings.
Today, the largest growing group is the “unchurched” - those with not even the most tenuous
of connections to the Church (see page 15). Then there are the “open dechurched”. They
have been in close touch with the Christian community, but have now drifted away, although
they are open (and will often say they are “likely”) to return. You just have to compare our
church rolls with our estimated average attendances in Chapter 3 to appreciate the size of this
group.
We live in an increasingly secular society, a postmodern and post-Christian age in which:
there is no ultimate truth; people ask “does it work?” rather than “is it true?”; religious
pluralism (viewing all faiths as equally valid answers to the human predicament) is
encouraged, but not religious exclusivity; Christianity is seen as a lifestyle choice, not a
universal truth; “live and let live” (being non-judgemental) and “doubt everything” are the
religious creeds of the masses; sceptics are valued over faithful people who trust; everyone‟s
opinion is given equal credence; feelings are prioritised over thought; emotions are no longer
subject to larger values such as loyalty, honour, duty and social responsibility; instead, one‟s
ego measures the value of everything and reality is measured in terms of the feelings
stimulated by visual images; hierarchy and authority are rejected; institutions are treated with
suspicion; people are addicted to and often paralysed by change and choice; consumerism is
the new religion; altruism struggles in the shadow of hedonism; youthfulness and celebrity
are idolised; society is characterised by isolation, individualism, personal sovereignty and
fragmentation; intimacy is sought vicariously through trash TV and internet chat rooms;
lifelong membership is defunct.
Meanwhile, the traditional “nuclear family” of mother, father and 2.4 children has broken
down to a considerable extent. Today, only 36% of British families fall within this category.
In 1955 there were 41,718 marriages in Scotland and fewer than 2,000 divorces. In 2008
there were 27,524 marriages and 498 civil partnerships. The number of divorced persons remarrying was 12,773. Encouragingly, the number of divorces in Scotland fell (for the fourth
year in a row) by 10% from 12,810 in 2007 to 11,474 in 2008. The number of single parent
families rose by 24% from 140,000 to 174.000 between 1997 and 2006. The proportion of
births for unmarried parents (including births registered solely in the mother‟s name)
continued to rise, reaching 50.3% in 2009, compared with 41% in 1999 and 26% in 1989.
Often convoluted extended families have become commonplace. Those who experience
family breakdown are 75% more likely to fail at school, 70% more likely to be drug addicts
and 50% more likely to have alcohol problems. Seventy per cent of young offenders come
from broken families. In 2007 a UN study found the UK to be the worst place in the
developed world for children to grow up. In 2008 doctors in Britain prescribed the Pill to
more than 1,000 girls aged 11 and 12, usually without their parents‟ knowledge. Even before
the economic downturn, the gap between the worst off and the rest of society had widened.
Between April 2008 and March 2009 Childline received 165,400 calls, 9,924 of them about
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loneliness, sadness and isolation. The Samaritans received four million calls last year. There
were 843 deaths by suicide in Scotland in 2008, suicide being the most common cause of
death for men under 25. In 2009 54% of behavioural health referrals and 30% of GP referrals
in Scotland cited a mental health issue. In 1952 the American Psychiatric Association
recognised 106 mental health disorders. By 1994 the figure had risen to 294.
Are we in touch with this reality? Many feel that, tragically, the Church has her head in the
sand when it comes to understanding, let alone relating to, the culture within which she finds
herself.
Migration patterns show that 220 million people, or 3% of the global population, live in
countries in which they were not born. Since 2004 1.4 million people have come to Britain
from the eight (A8) countries that joined the EU that year, although almost half have since
returned to their homelands.
The “global village” is a phrase used to capture the way that, electronically, far-flung corners
of the world are being drawn together in the same kind of close-knit way as a village, a place
where everyone knows what everyone else is doing and is, somehow, connected. For
instance, the number of telephone calls made worldwide in one day in March 2010 exceeded
the volume of all calls made in 1984. In 1990 12.4 million people worldwide had mobile
phones. By the end of 2009 subscriptions had reached 4.6 billion. An estimated 247 billion
emails (that‟s 2.8 million a second) and eight billion text messages were sent in 2009.
Into such a world lacking intimacy and where loneliness is endemic, we have something
prophetic and counter-cultural to offer. By 2020 more than half of people in Scotland will be
living on their own. They will seek community in other places and the Church is well situated
to respond. Almost above everything else, the Church stands for community, for authentic
relationships, and therefore potentially has a powerful basis for reaching out to the
postmodern generation cut adrift socially and emotionally. People are still searching for the
answers to life‟s crucial questions. They still search for belonging, a loving inclusiveness, and
churches at their best offer rich experiences of community few groups can match. It‟s not
about being friendly; it‟s about having the possibility of making friends, allowing people to
belong even before they believe.
It cannot be denied, however, that the word “religion” has negative connotations today.
Secular society tends to view Christians as a little weird and out of touch. Many people see us
as “hypocrites” and “intolerant”, one of the reasons being that the world often defines
tolerance as accepting that there is no truth, that no one does anything wrong. Even though
Christian compassion is perhaps the finest expression of tolerance, people can view even
expressions of Christian love with suspicion or cynicism. Indeed, the Bible is clear that we
should expect to be misunderstood and even persecuted (John 15:20).
We are called to be radically different from the world – in the world but not of it, citizens of
heaven who are recipients of mercy and who offer the spiritual worship of transformed lives.
Difficult? I‟ll say! But it‟s time we learned again how to be “resident aliens”, living out the
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Gospel in our neighbourhoods in a way that is understandable and compelling to our
neighbours.
We need to win respect by living in a way that deliberately seeks to break down barriers of
misconception - by being transparent about our failure and need for grace; by speaking of our
true hope with gentleness and respect (1 Peter 3:15); by showing the reality of a Gospel life
lived in step with the Spirit; by demonstrating genuine interest, long term, in the lives of
others.
We should remember that the Church exists and is motivated in all that she does for the sake
of those not yet in the fold – for the sake of the unchurched. “But you are a chosen people, a
royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God, that you may declare the praises
of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light.” (1 Peter 2:9)
Rev. Albert Bogle, Bo‟ness, puts it this way: “The whole Church needs to have a relationship
at every level of society, with the homeless and with the businessman. That‟s where the
interdependence comes in – we are all interdependent, between families, nationally and
internationally.
“. . .Jesus is right at the heart of the gospels and they are full of him getting in among the
people, the poor, society‟s cast offs. There‟s pain and suffering at the core of the gospels, and
you can‟t help but look at your own faith and ministry if you really concentrate on them. You
should never be so heavenly minded that you‟re no earthly good.”
There is a scene in the film Terminator 2 in which Arnold Schwarzenegger, this time a good
cyborg, has been sent through time to protect John Connor and his mum from harm. He finds
her and simply says, “Come with me if you want to live.” At first she doesn‟t know how to
react, but when her son assures her, “It‟s all right mum, he‟s here to help,” she starts to follow
him to a place of safety. That‟s the message that should ring out from our three churches:
“Come with us and follow Jesus if you want to live – it‟s all right, he‟s here to help.”
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Chapter 2
PARISH PROFILES
Aberdeen Local Plan - June 2008
“Green Spaces – New Places”: delivering sustainable new communities around Aberdeen
over a five-year period. Over 60% of new housing provision will be on brownfield sites.
Aberdeen Western Periphery Route (AWPR). Construction due to start 2009(!).
City Growth Fund announced January 2003. £11.4m from the Scottish Executive.
Community regeneration – key principles of social inclusion and sustainable development.
Community Plan (2001) identified 14 challenges, with targets and Neighbourhood Action
Plans to tackle issues of poverty, deprivation and social inclusion, and address physical,
social and economic development.
A large number of families have moved out of Aberdeen since the 1990s. There is an ageing
city population, with falling school rolls in some areas and increasingly unaffordable housing
stock in others. These trends need to be reversed.
An annual increase in migrant workers in Aberdeen City in the four years to 2006/07 was
followed by a slight decline in the two years to 2008/09. 26,130 national insurance
allocations were issued to non-UK nationals between 2002/03 and 2008/09 (does not include
dependants). The city has 200 nationalities. 70 languages are spoken and 4% of the working
population does not use English as a first language. Grampian Police estimate that 20,000
Polish nationals are now living in the North-east.
Aberdeen is aiming to be a “Global Energy City” (oil, gas and renewable energy), with the
Energy Intermediate Technology Institute, the “Energetica” initiative to develop the
Aberdeen-Peterhead strategic growth corridor, and the expansion of Aberdeen Airport.
The Urban Realm Strategy sets out a vision for transforming Aberdeen, with an integrated
approach to the city centre to encourage diversity, vitality and sustainability.
Aberdeen Local Development Plan
Consultation ended 11.12.09. Will replace the Aberdeen Local Plan by April 2012.
A citizens‟ panel – “City Voice” - identified three main planning issues – development of
the city centre, location of new housing and creation of affordable housing. There are seven
regeneration priority areas: Torry, Seaton, Tillydrone, Woodside, Middlefield, Cummings
Park and Northfield. Major aim to reduce car dependency.
There is the potential to accommodate between 4,881 and 8,648 homes on brownfield land in
Aberdeen on currently identifiable sites.
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The City Centre Masterplan includes proposals to pedestrianise part of Union Street between
Market Street and Bridge Street (significance for St. Nicholas Uniting). The city centre also
contains important green spaces which contribute to the city‟s vitality and character. Union
Terrace Gardens is a valuable resource to residents and visitors. Various options are being
explored to regenerate the gardens (significance for St. Mark’s), including a £150 million
scheme backed by Sir Ian Wood.
All new developments must reduce the need to travel and encourage people to walk, cycle or
use public transport. Strategic transport projects critical to delivering the level of housing and
employment outlined in the Structure Plan include the AWPR, improvements to the
Haudagain roundabout and a third road bridge over River Don.
Concern has been expressed about vacant units at the east and west ends of Union Street. The
primary shopping areas are Union Street, Union Square, the Bon Accord, St. Nicholas and
Trinity shopping centres, and The Green. Secondary shopping areas: George Street, the West
End, Holburn Street and King Street.
Flats comprise around 50% of the total housing stock in Aberdeen (well above the Scottish
average of 35.5%).
The age structure of Aberdeen City is expected to change significantly between 2006 and
2031, with forecasts of a 45% increase in the 65+ age group. The average household size is
forecast to decrease from 2.18 in 2006 to 1.89 in 2031.
Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan
Targets: to increase the city region population to 480,000 by 2030; to increase the number of
people of working age (16-65) by 15% by 2030; to move towards building at least 2,500 new
homes a year by 2014 and at least 3,000 new homes a year by 2020.
City Centre Neighbourhood Community Action Plan
The city centre has an estimated population of 4,580 (down 450 since 2001), with 2,040
households. 50% of households are owner-occupied (less than the city average of 61%) and
30% privately rented (more than three times the city average of 9%). The majority of people
live in blocks of flats (74%).
The neighbourhood has less young people and older people than the city average, and a much
higher percentage of 16-35 year olds.
All high priority issues from the 2006 City Centre Neighbourhood Community Action Plan
were still considered relevant in October 2008: Community facilities – a focal area for
residents (Union Terrace Gardens?) is required; there are many transient residents, with no
community “feel”. Environment – balance needed between the business and residential
communities; access, parking, traffic; state of roads; noise pollution, traffic pollution, general
noise from businesses after 6pm.
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Hanover Street Primary School lies within St. Nicholas Uniting‟s parish, as does Robert
Gordon‟s College. Hanover Street is zoned for St Machar‟s Academy. The head teacher of
Hanover Street is Mrs Debbie Moir.
Crime – the city centre had the highest rate of drug possession, drug supply, shoplifting and
other theft crimes of all Aberdeen neighbourhoods in 2006. The rate of driving offences
recorded in 2004 and 2006 was the second highest in the city.
Only one data zone in the city centre is among the most deprived zones in Aberdeen.
The “Urban Art Project” is located at Transition Extreme.
Aberdeen City Council have been lobbying the Scottish Parliament to allow a by-law on
street begging. Also, an experiment to provide begging boxes in the city centre failed.
City Centre Delivery Programme 2009/10: a) The Timmer Market site (within Queen Street‟s
parish) is being developed as 53 residential flats for Grampian Housing Association, in
partnership with Aberdeen City Council, and with an integrated drug treatment and
rehabilitation centre for NHS Grampian. b) Development of the Safe Night Zone (relocation
of two night taxi ranks). c) Implementation of the Bon Accord Quarter – shopping, leisure
and civic space developments. d) Relocation of the Shopmobility parking scheme from St.
Nicholas House.
“Safer Aberdeen” has been established by Aberdeen City Council to focus on the city centre.
Grampian Police have two city centre inspectors (Jim Fraser and Kate Stephen) directing a
team of five sergeants and 40 constables.
Police strategic priorities for the neighbourhood are:Anti-social behaviour - particularly around alcohol and drug misuse, underage drinking,
youth annoyance, vandalism and street prostitution. Aberdeen has a higher concentration of
city centre licensed premises (100) than any other city.
Violence – the vibrant night economy attracts thousands of people from all over the Northeast throughout the week, peaking at 20,000 revellers on Friday and Saturday nights. Violent
behaviour is exhibited by a small minority, often fuelled by excessive consumption of
alcohol.
Retail crime – the city centre is targeted by opportunist criminals, many seeking to fund a
drug habit, with more organised crime groups from outwith Grampian Region.
The police work closely with the Aberdeen Street Pastors (see page 49/50) in tackling
problems created by the weekend night-time economy. There is an information-sharing
protocol and Street Pastor team leaders and one volunteer attend police briefings prior to
Friday and Saturday night patrols. The police also work with the Bethany Christian Trust e.g.
by supporting their plan for a city centre community bus (similar to Blue Horizon (see page
64)). First Bus have offered to supply the bus.
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The police continue to work closely with the retail and licensed trades to combat offending in
the city centre, with staff training, crime reduction advice and membership of the “Shop
Safe”, “Bar Watch” and “UNIGHT” schemes being encouraged.
Drugs Action, based in Hadden Street, work with drugs addicts and women involved in
prostitution. Around 150 women work the streets, mainly in the harbour area. Drug Action‟s
street outreach is in its 15th year. A drop-in for prostitutes is open in the harbour area four
nights a week to provide support, food and a hot drink, as well as needle exchange, free
condoms and self-testing for sexually transmitted diseases. Drugs Action seek to keep folk as
safe as possible until they are ready to move on, with on-going support for women who want
to move away from prostitution or drug use. The “Dodgy Punters” scheme allows for
information provided anonymously by women about bad experiences with punters to be
shared with police. Drugs Action also have a pregnancy clinic for drug users, a drop-in for
pregnant drug users, a direct access service which provides treatment (including methadone)
for drug users in general, and a service for families affected by parental drug use. They try to
reach people who have fallen through the safety net of social services. Their outreach also
includes a lifestyle group run by Families First. Another project, funded for a year, involves
black and ethnic minorities (people who tend to steer clear of social services), with clients
identified by Multi-Ethnic Aberdeen Limited.
Inspector Garry Senff oversees policing in Seaton/Hanover. The following issues are
important to local people:Anti-social behaviour - particularly underage drinking, youth annoyance, vandalism and
prostitution around the harbour area.
Drug abuse and drug-related offences - of particular concern in the Seaton area, as well as
around Marischal Court (within St. Nicholas Uniting‟s parish).
Beach Boulevard - poor driver behaviour, vehicle noise and excessive speed.
A joint programme – “Operation Begonia” - will see a different approach to policing in
Seaton/Hanover, with an emphasis on engaging and diverting, rather than enforcement.
Inspector Senff is trying to persuade Sports Village and Transition Extreme to get involved
with the Hanover/Seaton communities. Police officers assist with a breakfast club in Seaton
for one hour during term time.
Hanover Forum meet in Marischal Court – co-ordinated by community learning worker Kev
Donald (Aberdeen City Council) and chaired by Kay Rhind. Hanover Community Council
meet on the second and fourth Fridays of the month.
Seamount Court Residents‟ Association (Gallowgate Forum): chairperson Mrs Sheila Dean.
Greig Court Residents‟ Association: chairperson Mrs Betty Simpson. Hutcheon Court does
not have a residents‟ association.
Local councillors: James Hunter (Lab), Andrew May (SNP), John Stewart (Lib-Dem).
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Rosemount Neighbourhood Community Action Plan Summary 2009/10
Rosemount is served principally by Skene Square (only school within St. Mark‟s parish),
Mile-End and Gilcomston primary schools and Aberdeen Grammar School. The head teacher
of Skene Square is former lawyer Mrs Pauline Repper. The school is zoned for Aberdeen
Grammar School.
Rosemount has an estimated population of 7,112, with 4,288 households. The majority of
households (59%) are owner-occupied (higher than the central area average of 50%, though
slightly lower than the proportion for Aberdeen (61%)). The majority of people (67%) live in
blocks of flats.
The population has decreased by around 270 since 2001, mainly in the 16-24, 25-34 and 65+
age groups. The area has a much higher proportion of people aged 25-34 (27% compared to
15%) than the central area and city averages, but a lower proportion of people aged 0-15 and
45+.
Local newsletter - Midstocket Matters.
2006 issues still relevant in October 2008: Community facilities – the community education
centre in Belgrave Terrace requires improvements. Community safety - including house and
car theft, anti-social behaviour, vandalism and graffiti and lack of security in Victoria Park.
Road safety - speeding traffic, traffic calming, pedestrian crossings. There is concern about
the impact of drugs and substance misuse.
Rosemount‟s crime rate is slightly lower than the city average (70 reported crimes per 1,000
head of population in 2008, compared to 74 per 1,000).
Housing tenure within Rosemount is comparable with the city average, except that fewer
properties are rented from Aberdeen City Council (13% compared to 23%) and more from
private landlords (20% compared to 9%).
Denburn Court Residents‟ Association – chairperson: John McConochie.
“Growing Rosemount” was launched earlier this year to foster community spirit and promote
the area as ideal place to live, work, shop and visit. Events so far have included an Easter egg
treasure hunt, a musical tea party involving Skene Square Primary and local choir Vocal
Moves, and a community fun day (29th August). St. Mark‟s have hosted two committee
meetings and the church hall was on stand-by in case of bad weather on 29th August.
Inspector Gordon McDonald oversees policing in Rosemount/Midstocket. He has a team of
three sergeants and 21 constables. Three priorities have been identified:Anti-social behaviour - particularly involving abuse of alcohol, underage drinking, youth
annoyance and vandalism.
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Controlled drugs - although at a lower level than in other police areas, drugs still cause
community concern (usually accompanied by crimes of theft committed by individuals
seeking to feed a drug habit).
Community focus - need for visible police presence (a concern that the new local policing
strategy is seeking to address, with a greater emphasis on “bobbies on the beat”).
Local councillors: John Corrall (SNP), Bill Cormie (SNP), Jenny Laing (Lab).
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Chapter 3
CHURCH PROFILES
Kirk of St. Nicholas Uniting
Parish includes Sheriff Court; Townhouse; Salvation Army Citadel, Castlegate; Virginia
Court (high rise); Marischal Court (high rise); Castle Terrace flats; Langstane Housing
Association flats, Castlehill; Hanover Street Primary School; Inspire/Cafe Coast, Beach
Boulevard; Beach Boulevard flats (new) (Constitution Street); Patio Hotel; Codona‟s
Amusement Park; Queen‟s Links Leisure Park; Footdee; T.S. Scylla Sea Cadet Corps, Pocra
Quay; St Clement‟s Church (closed); Elim Church, Marischal Street; Hotel Ibis (construction
suspended); Union Square; Grampian Racial Equality Council, 168 Market Street; The
Redeemed Christian Church of God (Fountain of Love), Stell Road; The Mall Shopping
Centre; Martin‟s Lane flats; The Green; Aberdeen Market; City of Joy Church, Belmont
Street; Robert Gordon‟s College; Art Galley; Cowdray Hall; Bon Accord Shopping Centre;
St. Nicholas House (Aberdeen City Council HQ); Provost Skene‟s House.
Ecumenical partnership involving the Church of Scotland and the United Reformed Church.
Minister: Rev. Stephen Taylor.
As at 31.12.09: Communicants‟ roll: 447 (459 at 31.12.08); number on supplementary roll:
94; 60 elders; 3 children 17 or under; 2 children 18+ and not on the Communion roll; 1
baptism during 2009, no weddings and 26 funerals. Average age of congregation: 70+.
Average attendance: 50-70.
Church groups: Choir; Tuesday and Wednesday guilds; Tuesday and Thursday discussion
groups (attended by 4-6 and 10-12 people respectively); Initiatives Group. The church is open
to visitors from 12-4pm May-October, with weekly coffee shops. Daily weekday prayers are
held in the Cowan Chapel at 1.05pm (Tuesday prayers include Communion).
There are overseas church links with Malawi and South Africa, and possible future
associations with Cuba and Norway.
St. John‟s Chapel is the oil and gas chapel. Rev. Andrew Jolly is the chaplain.
Stephen has endeavoured to raise the profile of St. Nick‟s as the “Mither Kirk of Aberdeen”,
primarily through its civic and representative role in the city centre. In addition, he has
continued to develop his role at Robert Gordon‟s College and the University of Aberdeen.
Lack of hall and cooking facilities severely limit what can be achieved pending completion of
the £5.1m+ “Mither Kirk Project” by December 2012 at the earliest (funding permitted).
Phase I is about to get underway to make the old East Kirk wind and watertight.
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Stephen wrote last year: “St. Nicholas, although surrounded by a rich architectural heritage in
the West Kirk, Drum‟s Aisle and the surrounding kirkyard, needs (and expects to utilise) the
new and versatile space offered by the development. . . Not only is accessibility to the
building a serious issue for the life of the congregation [at present the churchyard gates are
locked by the council at 4pm in the winter and 7.30pm in the summer], but space to move and
grow as a living, worshipping faith community without being constrained by the imposition
of 18th century limitations is also vital in what we are able to do as God‟s people. Night
Church (www.natkirken.dk/english.htm), Thomas Mass (www.cacradicalgrace.org),
labyrinths and Taize prayer (www.taize.fr/en) are just some worship possibilities for a new
space on the upper floor and in St. Mary‟s Chapel.”
Queen Street Church
Parish includes Arts Centre; St. Andrew‟s Cathedral (Episcopal); St. Peter‟s RC Church,
Castlegate; Timmer Market flats and drugs rehabilitation centre; Justice Port flats, Park
Street; Princes Street (Park Lane) Sheltered Housing (Tenants First); Duff Street, Lemon
Street, Park Street and Jasmine Terrace flats; St. Clement‟s Court Sheltered Housing; Salem
Hall, Jasmine Terrace; Constitution Court Sheltered Housing; Beach Court Care Home,
Constitution Street; Wales Street flats; Hanover Community Centre; Bothwell Road, Frater
Place, Maltman Grove, Urquhart Road and Park Road Court flats; City Hospital;
Stratosphere; Beach Ballroom; Transition Extreme; The King‟s Community Church
(Assemblies of God), King Street; Unite student flats, King Street; John Knox Church flats;
Dee Swimming Club (private), Gerrard Street; Gerrard Baptist Parish Church; Catherine
Street Community Centre; Greig Court (high rise); Hutcheon Court (high rise); Bastille flats,
Maberly Street; Charlotte Gardens flats; RGU Woolmanhill flats, John Street; Loch Court
Sheltered Housing; Aberdeen City Council offices, Spring Garden; Unite flats, Spring
Garden; Aberdeen College; The Credo, John Street; Porthill Court (high rise); Seamount
Court (high rise); St. Margaret of Scotland Episcopal Church, Gallowgate; Marischal
College; Grampian Housing Association flats, Littlejohn Street; Unite flats, Mealmarket;
Premier Inn; Grampian Police HQ.
Minister: Rev. Dr. Graham D. S. Deans. As at 31.12.09: Communicants‟ roll: 805; 56 elders;
46 under 17-year-olds. During 2009 there were 2 baptisms, 1 wedding and 35 funerals.
Average age of congregation: 65+. Average attendance: 100-120.
Church Groups: Sunday Club, Girls‟ Brigade; Choir; Guild; Chimes; Keep Fit; Indoor
Bowling; Girl Guides; Brownies; Lamp Associates.
Overseas church connections with India and Kenya (Abigail Ministries).
A Lithuanian Service (Russian-speaking) was being held in the chapel on Sunday afternoons,
but is currently in abeyance.
Monthly services are held at the St. Clement‟s Court and Constitution Street sheltered
housing complexes, as well as the Beach Court Care Home.
The chapel is the North-east distribution centre for the Big Issue.
The church usually runs summer coffee shops (not in 2010).
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The Montgomery Development Education Centre is currently based at the church. It strives to
be a place of education on issues of poverty and trade. Founded in memory of Helen
Montgomery, the centre gives a global dimension to teaching, community work, youth work
and church activities. It also provides information to anyone interested in justice, peace,
world development and the environment. It is staffed by Susan Jenkins, Michelle KenyonRoberts and Noelle Hall.
St. Mark’s Church
Parish includes Robert Gordon‟s University, Charlotte Street; Skene Square Primary School;
Clan Cancer Support Centre; Westburn Court; Victoria Park; Apardion House Residential
Home, 46 Belgrave Terrace; Rosemount Community Education Centre; The Village (closed),
Rosemount Place; Caroline Apartments; Liberty Rosemount halls of residence; Farmers Lane
flats; City Church, Gilcomston Park; Denburn Court (high rise); The Breadmaker,
Rosemount Viaduct; Denburn Health Centre; Central Library; HM Theatre; Music Hall; St.
Mary‟s RC Cathedral; The Boys‟ Brigade Aberdeen Battalion HQ, Skene Terrace; Unitarian
Church Centre, Skene Terrace; Union Terrace Gardens.
Minister: Rev. Diane Hobson. To be inducted on Thursday, 28th October. No doubt Diane
will have many of her own ideas for growing the Kingdom and reaching out to our local and
international neighbours.
During the 14-month vacancy the Interim Moderator was Rev. Mark Rodgers, the Locum
Minister Rev. Michael Phillippo.
As at 31.12.09: Communicants‟ roll: 481 (498 at 31.12.08); number on supplementary roll: 8;
elders: 43; 52 children 17 or under; 8-10 attend the Sunday School, 5-6 the Youth Fellowship
and 10-12 Stage Door. During 2009 there were 3 baptisms, 13 weddings and 43 funerals.
Average age of congregation: 60+. Average attendance: 100-120.
The OAK Cafe is staffed by volunteers Monday to Friday 10am-1pm. OAK (Organisation of
Aberdeen Kirks) also run periodic charity lunches, as well as summer and Christmas coffee
shops. A monthly joint OAK service is held in the Methodist Church, Crown Terrace.
Church Groups: Guild; Choir; Sunday School; Youth Fellowship; Men‟s Club; Guild of
Friendship, Girls‟ Brigade; Scottish Country Dancing; St. Mark‟s Players; Stage Door; Circle
of Care; The Strollers; The Ramblers; Malawi Committee; Projects Committee. Outside
groups using the hall include Slimming World, Aberdeen & District Flower Club, Retired
Men‟s Club and the Aberdeen Youth Music Theatre.
See Appendix (page 70) for Parish Map.
ALL THREE CHURCHES HAVE ELDERLY AND GATHERED CONGREGATIONS –
FACTORS THAT MUST ALWAYS BE BORNE IN MIND WHEN PLANNING FUTURE
INITIATIVES/STRATEGIES.
However, as Rev. Canon Ian Ferguson of Westhill Episcopal Church said in relation to youth
work: “The myth is that we need to get young people to do young people‟s work. We‟ve
found that to be a load of rot. Our team comprises young, middle-aged and older people and
they all have a role to play. These kids are looking for relationships. We just talk to them and
tell them they are loved.”
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Chapter 4
MISSION-SHAPED PARISH (traditional church in a changing context) by Paul Bayes
and Tim Sledge
Trying to make parish churches centres of mission and love in a changing context.
Unchurched/dechurched: The largest growing group is the “unchurched” - those whom the
Church has never reached or touched. For them the world of Christendom is past and gone.
They are not thereby cut off from spirituality, or from the call of God, but the voice of the
Church itself sounds no echo in their hearts. A fresh expression of Church can mediate the
Good News of Jesus Christ to them in a way that makes sense of their own longings and their
lives. . . Increasingly the unchurched are the future, and increasingly the Church of the future
must make them its priority.
Then there is the group called the “open dechurched”. These people still live in the shadow of
Christendom. They were churchgoers, but have now lost contact and connection. . . Their
spirituality is a mystery both to them and to us. They are not on the fringe of the Church, but
they are not a million miles away either.
Values first: A church cannot be built on decisions without foundations. . . It needs a shared
and owned vision of God‟s purpose and a set of shared values (see Chapter 6).
Mission-shaped values: A missionary church: is focused on God the Trinity; is incarnational;
is transformational; makes disciples; is relational.
That was then - a Church built on values: Commitment to the long-established parish system
is commitment to mission. . . “a family of families”, stretching far beyond Sunday. . . It‟s not
the Church of God that has a mission in the world, but the God of mission who has a Church
in the world. To build a parish church‟s life on mission values is not just to change the look
of it; it is to change everything. . . As local parishes listen to their communities, the answers
can surprise them.
Gathered together from the community, the body is built of its diverse and varied parts, with
bridges of friendship being built across cultures and traditions. That in and of itself is a sign
of the Kingdom, but the Kingdom imperative is to live that out in the wider community. For
everyone, this concerns their own particular sense of vocation to live out their Christian life.
But it is also about how the Church together responds and engages in social mission – as
Mission-shaped Church says, we are valuing the transformation of the whole world, not just
of the Church.
The clock is ticking:. . . The people of this nation are deeply interested in spirituality and in
eternal questions, and want to know how those questions can shape their lives. But when they
reach out to learn and discover about God, it seems that they will not and cannot reach the
Church. .
[Rev. Canon Ian Ferguson of Westhill Episcopal Church tells of a time he went to bless a
plaque in the Amadeus Nightclub at Aberdeen beach. It was a tribute to a 19-year-old
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employee, the daughter of church members, who had been knocked down and killed by a car.
As he looked at the stained glass, singing, dancing, eating and drinking, it stuck him that the
nightclub was just like a church. It was his impression that the kids were acting on an inner
desire to worship, but they just didn’t know where or how to do it.]
We face the “60-40 split”. Recent research tells us that at least 60% of the population find it
difficult to connect with the Church as it is. . . Some critics have even written off the
Established Church entirely, saying that the gap between us and the world is too great.
. . .We cannot assume that the Church has a role, just as we cannot assume that people know
what the Church is about. So essential to the engagement is being involved, getting known
about, making “establishment” mean something at the local level. With that goes a mind-set,
an attitude that the Church does have a mission in the community and is called to be engaged,
and in turn that means being open to whatever the call might be.
Kingdom work: Christendom still has a real influence and we neglect that influence at our
peril. And for a parish church, “Kingdom work” can bear fruit in discipleship, provided we
approach it with as much creativity and energy as we approach fresh expressions of church.
Mission-shaped worship
The truth is that if worship isn‟t interesting, attractive and conveying something of the glory
of God to those inside the church, then the mission of God will certainly be impaired (see
page 43). . . (W)e need worship to change us.
Losing our mains connection: As the Scottish/Westminster Catechism famously says in
answer to the question “Why were you created?”, it is “To worship God and enjoy him
forever.”. . . To make evangelism the primary concern of the Church is to give it a
misplaced and exaggerated position in our lives. The first task of the Church is to worship. .
. Many of us pour our hearts into the leading and preparation of excellent worship, but we are
nonetheless losing connection with people who feel that the worship which is offered in their
local parish church does not speak to their spiritual condition.
There are people who no longer see a relevance to their lives in the worship of the Church.
And along with the many who have voted with their feet, many more are in our churches,
week by week, and would rather not be; they have simply come out of duty. . . are we really
going to invite people to something that we find uninspiring ourselves?
Worship helps to make connections. . . A primary cause of our loss of connection is the
speed of cultural and social change. . . Many Christians have ceased to engage with the
world. . . Called to celebrate and worship an unchanging and immense God, we are reduced
to worshipping a small God in a way that never changes.
In resisting liturgical change, the unspoken feeling, from frightened believers of all ages,
becomes, “Well, as long as this service sees me out of this church in a box, then I don‟t
mind.”
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Losing touch with today‟s culture: To some Christians the idea of inviting our. . . friends to
worship with us is highly problematic. It could be embarrassing. . . If this is the case, we
have a real problem on our hands. . . The revitalisation of worship is high on the Church‟s
agenda. . . How can we have the kind of worship to which we are not embarrassed to bring
our friends and partners? Indeed, how can we have the kind of worship that may expose
others to an experience of God (see page 23).
Worship can be grey, whereas the world is multi-coloured. . . Expectations of quality and
customer care have risen exponentially in recent years.
Rewiring old connections: The values of a worshipping church are not based on style or even
substance, but on God himself. . . The two core elements of incarnation – humanity and
divinity – make up what you might call “The Worship Molecule”.
Humanity: A human church has:- a welcome that is an attitude throughout the church;
people sitting together (see page 43), where the front six pews are not empty and where
people don‟t have “their own seat”; recognition of the important rites of passage in people‟s
day-to-day lives (“Happy Birthday” will be sung, as well as “Let All Mortal Flesh Keep
Silent”); after service care; a pleasant ambience.
Divinity: Divinity in worship is about creating a sense of wonder and awe - making the most
of (spiritually elevated) moments; making the most of rich language; creative use of times of
silence and space . . . In worship there is always a balance between relevance and
reverence. . .Humanity celebrated and the divine adored in worship are the elements that
make the spark.
Worship as jazz: Jazz is an illustration both for mission and for praise. It is based both on a
central theme and the rich diversity of improvisation. Jazz is not a mess, but a carefully
crafted discipline . . . A mission-shaped church will move towards “common diversity”,
developing a varied diet of worship. . . One of the themes of our postmodern jazz will be to
recognize the 24/7 way in which lives are led. . . We need to explore a diversity of worship
opportunities on different days at different times – appropriate to the life-shapes of those we
want to serve (see Chapter 10).
Conclusion: Worship is the primary calling of all Christians. . . A church whose worship is
genuinely human and genuinely focused on God will be a missionary church that is
transformational, makes disciples, and is in relation to God and others because it has put God
first in everything.
Chores of Grace
Work around the occasional offices. . . In 2003 over 80% of the adult population of the
country visited a church building for one reason or another. The majority were attending a
baptism, funeral or wedding. If we cannot apply the mission values of the Church to these
situations, then we are squandering a great gift of God. Of course, we cannot expect the
nation to flock to church and become disciplined believers because they attended a wonderful
wedding or poignant funeral. But there is something profoundly wrong with the holistic
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vision of a church which relegates these opportunities to “pastoral care”, and then scratches
its head about the right way to meet people so that it can “do mission”.
For any parishes the issue over occasional offices in the church is not whether it has them –
that‟s a given – it‟s the way it does them. . . Chores of grace.
Many people genuinely want to get married in church, or have their child baptised, or want a
Christian burial service, but they simply cannot say why – they are just sure that the church is
the place to do it. . . We are given an unmissable opportunity to be at our best as we mark
these rites of passage in ways that are welcoming, inclusive and evangelistic.
Some people see the Church as a service provider. . . Even in this time of cultural transition,
many outside the worshipping Church family still feel able to come and ask the Church for its
help at these moments of enormous significance.
Research shows that 20% of the population have attended church at some point in their lives,
but were damaged or disillusioned, and have no intention of returning. It is in this context,
amongst others, that Mission-shaped Church calls the Church to repentance.
A simple principle of evangelism: listen first, act second. . .Be slow to speak and quick to
listen.
Baptism: With baptism the Church should have the sense, “Isn‟t it wonderful that these
people want their child to be part of the same family as us? Thank you, Lord!”. . . Baptism
is an amazing missionary opportunity, always remembering the need for parents to recognise
the significance of the vows they are taking.
At its heart baptism can be seen as a sacrament of relationship. It points to the relationship
between the child and God, between the child and the Church, and between parents and God.
Every baptism is an opportunity for the Church to change shape to accommodate new birth.
A new person is added to the Christian family. We welcome that change, despite the
upheaval. A church which has “mission-shaped baptisms” is one which has the same outlook.
Mission-shaped baptisms which are committed to making disciples need to develop a long
game plan (example of “Toddler Church”, which developed not from a parent and toddler
group, but from baptism follow-up).
. . .Baptism may start for many people as having their baby “done”, but honouring that as a
base camp. . . offers an opportunity for people to begin a journey of belonging and believing
and coming to faith in Christ (see page 39).
Weddings: We don‟t need to make Christian marriage attractive. It already is. We need to
communicate it in an attractive way e.g. taking a stall at a wedding fair.
Churches of all traditions which offer marriage preparation (see page 58) have seen it bear
fruit. . . Because mission takes the long view with God, we too must be willing to play a
long game as soul friends to couples and families.
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The service: Values are formed by desire. Mission values are formed from God‟s desire.
They make connections with our basic human desire for love, acceptance, relationship and
affirmation: for the couple and their families, as much care and pastoral attention as possible
must be paid.
In Flore, Northampton, the church put on a celebration of marriage as part of a parish
mission. A large number of couples who had been married in the church over the past 30 or
so years were invited back. Some churches also hold Valentine‟s Day services.
Funerals: The funeral is primarily a pastoral rite, but when seen as part of a process of
nurturing and healing, it can also be a significant way of helping people to come to a living
faith. Therefore our funerals and the surrounding work with the bereaved are a precious and
key part of a mission-centred parish strategy.
The service: How can we make the funeral service connect more with people‟s lives? For a
(minister) it is hard to maintain a freshness if it is the sixth funeral of the week; and yet, of
course, for the family it is most likely the first one for many months or years and therefore
demands the best that the Church can possibly offer, both in terms of content and also in
terms of spirit and attitude.
Furthermore, funerals can be transformational. . . The fact that Christian women and men
are prepared to travel with the broken and bereaved can be a source of comfort to them; and it
can help direct them beyond us to God, the ultimate source of comfort, help and hope.
Funeral follow-up: It‟s the great guilt-trip – no time to follow up on pastoral offices. A
church that seeks to build on values of being incarnational and relational will be aspirational
and will also look at ways in which its care and support for families can be ongoing.
. . .Is it too fanciful to aim to treat every person who comes into the church requesting
occasional services as a unique person, couple or family and provide something tailor-made
for them? Is it too fanciful to see this as a defining point in their lives, through which we as
the Church have the honour of taking people and, in that process, opening up to them the
grace of God in baptism, married life or eternal life? The cards are in our hands, and we have
an excellent hand to play!
Friendship, community and mission
The Church hasn‟t fully grasped the extraordinary gift God gives his children when he gives
them one another. Simple Christian friendship is more subversive, more mission-focused and
more prophetic that the Church has realised.
A missionary church is relational. It is characterised by welcome and hospitality. Its ethos
and style are open to change when new members join.
The friendship factor: Almost everyone agrees in principle that community and “fellowship”
are necessary to any church.
Prophetic friendliness: Typically, the local parish church is unique in its wider community. It
will contain disproportionate numbers of the lonely, the elderly (“When someone shakes my
hand at the church, it‟s the only time in the week anyone touches me.”), single parents,
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younger children, those with a learning disability and those who choose community, not
because it is cosy or an escape, but because Jesus promised that he would be found there.
The “friendly” parish church: For a stranger to describe a community as “friendly” means
that friendship has been offered, and offered openly, without ulterior motive. And when it is
openly offered, somewhere in the heart of the stranger Christian friendship is recognised for
what it is – an agent of the mission of God. It is not normally refused (see page 24).
Open friendship: “Today‟s people. . . want a Church made of friendship, of genuine
contacts, of mutual interchange of little things. But more than anything else, a Church that
feeds them with the Word, a Church that works with them by physically taking them by the
hand, a Church whose face is like that of the Church of Luke, of Mark, of John, a Church that
is just starting – that smells of beginnings.” – Carlo Carretto
Positive friendliness: Open friendliness is an authentic note of mission . . . “a friendly
church” is not the same thing as a church full of people who are friends of one another. . .
Nor is friendship the same thing as “welcome”, important as welcome is.
As Canon Robert Warren said: “Real welcome is what happens after we have said „hello‟.” It
is not enough to say “good morning” and hand out a hymn book and order of service. It needs
to spill over beyond Sunday church.
. . .Churches with no small group system (see page 40) are impoverished, lacking as they do
the neutral space and context for the development of friendship.
. . .In a mixed economy church, the Guild can be missionary and evangelistic at its core.
On being a mission-shaped civic church
At General Elections churches are often the only forum in which candidates are prepared to
share a platform and offer opportunities for real debate. These ecumenically organised
gatherings also demonstrate the Church‟s own ability to live with diversity and mature
discussion.
A 24/7 vigil when the sanctuary or a chapel is kept open for a whole week, day and night, for
private prayer. . . Churches are primarily places of worship and prayer.
The place of nurture within a mission-shaped church
Many people are four generations away from any Christian knowledge, with no more than a
smattering of received “folk-lore” as their understanding of the faith. . . Nurture courses
such as Alpha, Emmaus, Saints Alive, Christianity Explored and Start! (see Chapter 13) have
one goal – to help seekers to come to faith in Christ and find a home in a local Christian
community which is seeking to work out how to live this new faith in the world today.
The best courses are lay-led. . . Yet the travesty is that two-thirds of churches are failing to
seize the opportunity for whatever reason.
It is self-evident that most churches find evangelism and mission hard. Through fear, through
misunderstanding, denial and insecurity, through being faced with change, or through lack of
confidence – or a selection of any and all of these – evangelism is a reluctant guest on the
agenda of many churches. Yet in our nurture courses we have something which really works!
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More positively, the question each church needs to ask is: “Where is our spiritual growbag?”
Where is the place for new life? It‟s a question to which in God‟s providence there are many
possible answers today.
We can‟t go on meeting like this (see page 37): Shaping the structure of the local church for
mission.
We have to stop meeting as we are and find a new way of meeting in both spirit and
substance in order that the work of the Church may bear fruit for the sake of the Gospel. The
(Kirk Session) is responsible, among other things, for co-operating with the minister in
promoting in the parish the whole mission of the Church – pastoral, evangelistic, social and
ecumenical.
Consulting together and with God: People seek the heart of God for his Church, and not
theirs. . . Therefore, “consulting together” must first mean consulting together with God.
Most (Kirk Session) meetings open and close with prayer, but these occasions can sometimes
feel like a respectful doffing of caps to God, as recognition is given that he might be
somewhere in the vicinity. Then the meeting progresses as we had always wanted it to!
Finally, at the end of the meeting everything we‟ve discussed is offered to God, who is all of
a sudden brought back into the process and given a few moments to catch up with our bright
ideas and exciting plans for fundraising and keeping the local street kids out of the building.
In this book we talk a lot about holistic mission. In doing so we are aware of two things. First,
that no Christian would deny that life is indivisible and God is Lord over it all. Secondly, that
many Christians are engaged in, and often defeated by, the daily struggle of relating faith to
their working lives. That tension carries over into our church meetings. Perhaps (Kirk
Sessions) should remember that the meaning of the word “agenda” is “the things to be done”!
If a difficult decision is to be made, or an impasse has been reached in a discussion, time
should be taken out to stop and pray before moving on. . . reminding a group of harassed
human beings that God is God.
Corporate bodies and Christ‟s body: A healthy church operates as a community of friendship,
rather than as a club or religious organisation.
A hidden agenda: “The parish” relates to both geography and mutual accountability, and
encompasses both the local church community and the wider part of God‟s Kingdom. . .
Making present his Kingdom in our own locality. . . Living out the full meaning of the word
“parish” means in turn recognising other partners, agencies and individuals with whom we
can work and “do Kingdom business” (see Chapter 9).
Pastoral work is to do with relationships between one another and ensuring that people are
pastured, shepherded, evangelised. The (Kirk Session) is responsible for the local church‟s
emphasis on how we tell people the good news of Jesus Christ and invite them to accept him
and find a home in the family of God. . . (T)he word “evangelism” needs both redeeming
and demystifying. . . (T)here is a responsibility not just to buildings and sustaining churches,
but to seek to build God‟s Kingdom in the widest sense e.g. issues such as Make Poverty
History, Fair Trade and ethical shopping and asylum seekers. . . For many outside the family
of God we are simply Christians and should work together and behave with a sense of shared
common purpose.
A church that has a sense of hope because it knows where it is going is a church that mirrors
Christ in his clarity and resolute faithfulness to his own calling.
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One of the key values of Mission-shaped Church is that it is focused on God the Trinity,
understanding that mission starts in the heart of God. The Church is called to be a reflection
of the Divine in its community life, its welcome and its hospitality . . . For the Gospel
presents us with a God who in Christ comes running to meet us, embraces us with love, opens
the door to let us into his presence and then stands back so that we may have space to be and
grow. God‟s welcome is a homecoming.
Thirteen years ago Bishop Graham Cray observed that: “Postmodern people are more likely
to come to faith through experience. . . But one of the tragedies of today is that some
elements of the Church are now so firmly secularised in their disbelief of the supernatural
that they have nothing to say to a culture which increasingly takes spirituality and the
supernatural for granted.”
Afterword
To desire and work for a mission-shaped parish is not a nostalgic hankering after the past, nor
an itchy longing for the future, but a passionate realisation of what already is and the
potential that still lies in the Church as we have received it.
Vulnerable ministry: In response to the sense of anxiety that many are experiencing, we want
to affirm roundly that for the Church the mission of God is not about success, but about
obedience to the God of mission. Being mission-shaped is not about being success-shaped or
power-shaped. In the end, if it is real at all, being mission-shaped is about being shaped by
and around Jesus.
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Chapter 5
THE ROAD TO GROWTH (towards a thriving Church) by Bob Jackson
Church growth through change
Change or decay: The truth uncovered by survey after survey is that churches that do not
change decay, and churches that do change grow. It is truly change or decay. Most churches
need to make a choice between having a comfortable death or an uncomfortable life.
Seven types or categories of significant change associated with congregational growth have
been identified in survey forms:
1. Planting new congregations
Around the country the most common planting move has been replacing one main Sunday
morning service with two. Sometimes this is because the building has got full, and the style
of the two services is similar. More usually, there is a deliberate intent to create two services
of distinctive style (usually “traditional” and “informal”) out of the original “compromise”
event (see Chapter 10).

2. Making worship less formal, more relaxed, and with better music:
This is not quite the same as “more modern”. It is possible to take the tension out of a
worship event, while keeping it traditional in character. The litmus test is what happens when
something goes wrong: is the atmosphere awkward and charged, as though something
shameful has happened, the event spoiled, or is the atmosphere relaxed enough for a joke, a
smile and a picking up of the threads without embarrassment?
We do now live in a more informal age. The generations who sat in straight rows at school,
had to keep quiet and learnt through “chalk and talk” teaching methods may find a formal
service at least to be familiar, even if they do not like it. For the generations for whom school
was a more relaxed affair, however, where learning was individually packaged and happened
by exploration more than by passive listening, a formal church service in an alien style of
building can be a complete impossibility. So churches that are able to make their worship
accessible through lighter liturgy, greater participation, friendly and relaxed leadership,
allowances for individualism, welcome of noisy children, songs that ordinary people
understand and can join in with, sermons that engage not lecture and buildings that relax not
intimidate have a better chance of attracting and holding new people.
Changed service styles: More informality; various adjustments to time and mix; monthly
family praise; new structure for the family service; more lay and teenage involvement;
healing ministry offered; more varied pattern; new evening pattern targeting distinct groups.
Many churches are installing data projectors and screens for use in church services for
hymns, liturgy, church notices, sermon illustrations, video clips and so on (see page 43).
Apart from the power of a new communications tool, the projectors also have the advantage
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of providing a ministry opportunity to teenagers and other technically minded people who
enjoy the new technology. They obviate the need for hymn and prayer books, and enable
people to sing with their heads up and nothing in their hands. All this can produce a
surprisingly large change in the worshipping atmosphere.
In a worldwide survey of factors associated with growing churches, the only universal feature
of all growing churches was discovered to be “joy and laughter”. Joyless churches shrivel,
but “a cheerful heart is a good medicine” (Proverbs 17.22).
Music plays a vital role in the life and future of the Christian Church. . . Good, relevant music
attracts; poor, irrelevant music repels. . . Like designer labels, an image conscious person‟s
music is a public statement of who and what they are: it is their identity, their affirmation,
their football team. All this is even more important in the age of the consumer, who buys into
high quality church and rejects the irrelevant.
Yet it is striking that churches that will spend . . . £150,000 on the roof without pausing for
much thought are quite unlikely to spend £1,000 on musical instruments for the youth band,
or £5,000 on a better sound system, or £10,000 a year on a part-time director of music who
will train and lead the next generation of church musicians. Perhaps the criteria we use to
decide what to spend money on need to be adjusted (see page 46). What spending will help
grow the community of the people of God? What spending will help grow the next generation
of Christians? What spending will help grow the worshipping heart of this church?
3. Better provision for children and families
Although the overall number of children in church has been going down faster than the
number of adults, where churches have found ways to improve their provision for children
and families on Sunday mornings, they have usually started to grow again. . The ideal is to
offer weekly worship in the more accessible (family all age) style, as well as the deeper,
traditional one (see page 56/57).
4.

Opening the front door – closing the back door

The church member was chatting over coffee at the end of the service to a lady who had
come for the first time. “It‟s a very friendly church,” said the old hand, encouragingly. “I
don‟t want a friendly church,” retorted the visitor. “I want a church where I can make
friends.”
Many people aspire to more than just “attending a service”. Instead, their aspiration is to
“belong to a community”.
The job of welcome entails finding each newcomer several friends within the first few weeks.
This is a centrepiece of any contemporary evangelism strategy, for these days people tend to
belong before they believe. Many need to experience the reality of Christian community
before they can accept the reality of Christ‟s presence within it. The love of God is
discovered in the love of his people. Normally this welcoming into the community needs to
be done by a team of lay people. . . The welcome team (see page 45) may need training and
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support from the minister, but theirs is the front line role. Part of the training will be in the
basics like not asking the question over coffee at the end of the service, “Are you new?” and
getting the dusty response, “Actually, I‟ve been coming to this church for 32 years”, but
rather “I‟m sorry. I don‟t know you. My name‟s Fred, what‟s yours?” But it will also be
about subtleties of reading the body language and attitudes of the newcomers. Many are
anxious to be befriended, but some want to be left alone.
However, churches have a back door as well as a front door. People leave as well as arrive.
Churches with weak relationship glue are leaving the back door wide open, because people
are able to walk through it unhindered by the trauma of leaving friends and community. . .
Especially in larger churches, people tend to drift away gradually, coming less and less often,
finding that no one seems to mind or notice, and eventually, perhaps after a really long gap,
being too embarrassed to come back again. They have left without wanting to or meaning to
– it just happened.
Larger churches close their back doors by acting small as well as large, either by encouraging
all church members to join a small group of some sort (see page 40), or by multiplying their
congregations so that each one is part of a manageable, human relationship scale where most
people know most people. A pastoral team (see page 45). . . is organised to offer friendship
and ministry to those in any sort of trouble or drifting towards the edge of the community.
Front door-back door: Better welcome and nurture of newcomers; welcome team created;
youth cells set up; launch of lay-led pastoral care network; attendance register/lay follow-up
of non-attenders/systematic visiting of members; lay people trained for visiting the sick; more
involvement of lay people.
5. Evangelism courses as part of a strategy
The evidence uncovered about evangelism courses such as Alpha and Emmaus is that they
have a significant role in the growth of the Church, but only if they are part of an overall
strategy. One church “tried” Alpha a couple of times and it was okay, but most people on the
courses were going to church anyway and they could not find enough takers for the third
course, so they stopped. Another church set up a number of “touching points” with the local
community – a gardening scheme for pensioners, “dads and lads” events usually based
around sport, a parent and toddler group, and so on. Three times a year those who were newly
in contact with the church through a touching point were invited by their new friends to join
an Alpha course. At the end of the course, home and cell group leaders were on hand to invite
Alpha graduates to join their small groups. The course was part of an ongoing strategy, which
ensured both that the supply of takers did not dry up and that Alpha graduates had somewhere
good to move on to at the end of the course.
. . .Advertising (see pages 45/46) is a useful background to the job of inviting people to join
evangelism courses, but most only come in response to a personal invitation from someone
they already know. Part of the strategy should be to encourage people who have been on a
course and benefited from it to bring a friend to the next one.
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. . .If process evangelism courses are to work at building the Church, then the range of
worship events on offer needs to include those where Alpha graduates might feel reasonably
at home.
6. More lay involvement in leadership
The great revolution in our ecclesiology, through which we are still living, is the change to a
whole people of God, a ministry of all believers model of church (see pages 33 and 47).
Apart from being better biblical theology, and better practical politics in an age with fewer
professional clergy, such a model is also better for church growth.
Thus church worship moves from being something done by the professional for the people, to
something done by the people together, with individuals using their gifts and abilities for the
good of all.
7. Improvements in buildings
Quite often it seems that improvements to buildings can enable numerical growth to happen
(see page 46).
There is, of course, an issue of motive and purpose for spending money on buildings. It
should not be done lightly, for large sums of money are usually involved. Is the real motive to
make the existing congregation more comfortable, or is the motive missional – to make the
church more effective in attracting newcomers and drawing all into the arms of God?
Tools for change through spiritual renewal: Church life audits
The work of Christian Schwarz picks up the biological pictures of the Church found in the
New Testament, such as in Jesus‟ words: “Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow.”
(Luke 12:27) Living organisms grow naturally, their growth potential being built into their
genes. A church is a living organism. If it is healthy, it will be growing. As Cardinal Newman
once put it, “Growth is the only evidence of life.” If a church is shrinking, then it is withering
away and dying because it is unhealthy.
Through survey work covering 1,000 churches in 32 countries, Schwarz identified eight
quality characteristics that are more developed in growing churches than in those that are not
growing: empowering leadership; gift-orientated ministry; passionate spirituality; functional
structures; inspiring worship services; holistic small groups; need-orientated evangelism;
loving relationships.
A healthy church exercise (see page 32) is a diagnostic tool. . . Once the church community
has identified its strengths and weaknesses in this way, it is able to pay attention to its
limiting factors and so grow naturally again.
Another approach to church life audits has been developed by Canon Robert Warren in the
UK context. . . He came up with seven quality characteristics – seven marks of a healthy
church: is energised by faith; has an outward-looking focus; seeks to find out what God
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wants; faces the cost of change and growth; operates as a community; makes room for all;
does a few things and does them well.
A healthy church exercise involves members of a church each scoring the different marks
according to their own experience of the church, and the scores being added together. The
mark with the lowest score is the limiting factor that needs attention. This diagnostic tool is
only useful, of course, if the church then actually does something to strengthen the
weaknesses its members have identified.
A healthy church exercise is a way for churches to consider and discuss their spiritual health
and what can be done about it. . . Putting the spiritual health of the church at the top of the
agenda may in itself be crucial and God may honour whatever honest attempt at growing
healthier emerges.
The road to growth through spiritual renewal
Within a declining National Church there is enough spiritual renewal going on to enable and
empower significant church growth. Spiritual renewal is hard to quantify and measure, but,
being at the heart of genuine church growth, it is time to have go.
Passion: Lukewarm people will never have the energy and attractiveness to grow the Church.
Churches grow when the people are passionate about their faith and the business of sharing it.
It is more important to reshape and refresh the people than to reshape and refresh the
structures of the Church. . . So how can we rekindle the passion for Jesus that creates the
energy for evangelism and growth?
It could be argued that general awareness of sin and its consequences is at an all time low,
both in our society, and perhaps in the Church. How realistic is a call to costly change in an
age that promotes personal sovereignty, that values being non-judgemental, and that prefers
the love of God to the judgement of God? But, as Revelation chapters 2 and 3 point out, a
Church that cannot turn around is a Church that will die. Those who are able to do so need to
take upon themselves the failings of the Church and then take them to God for forgiveness
and new life. Repentance is a potent spiritual force for good, and now is the time to unleash
it.
Prayer: The old priest, ordained before the Second World War and now well into his nineties,
had lived through decade after decade of numerical decline. His view of the state of the
Church was succinct and surprising: “. . . never been in better fettle!” What he meant was that
there had never been so many (people) who prayed together. In church after church there had
been a quiet revolution. It was no longer the priest who prayed and the people who listened,
but the people were now meeting to pray together in home groups, cells, prayer groups, in
church on Sundays, in pairs and triplets, through the Sunday service prayer rota, praying for
each other, for the world and for the Church. Things like healing prayer ministry offered at
the end of Sunday services or half nights of prayer that were rare events in 1977 are now
much more normal. The Devil mocks our activism, scoffs at our strategies, sniggers at our
(General Assemblies), laughs at our (Kirk Session) agendas, rejoices at our divisions, but
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trembles when we pray (see page 40). The resurgence of the Church nationally will be
underpinned by groups in every place praying their hearts out to God for the strengthening of
the local church through the gift of new Christians and the growth of new disciples. . . Prayer,
however, is not a soft option. Jesus sweated blood when he prayed (Luke 22:44).
. . . Increasingly, it is recognised that the main role of the clergy in the churches is not to do
the ministry of the church, but to prepare and support the lay members in their spiritual and
practical ministries (see page 37).The main spiritual ministry is prayer.. . . If it is true that the
church that prays together grows together, then perhaps there are grounds for optimism today.
However, the situation may be more mixed when it comes to the Bible.
The Bible: If the Bible is indeed “the word of the Lord”, then hunger for its message will be
at the heart of spiritual renewal. . . (T)here does now seem to be a much more widespread
concern among church leaders about the erosion of knowledge of and respect for the Bible
and the need for all Christians to engage properly with it. There may be more Bibles in the
pews today, but fewer people bring their own Bible to church (see page 43). . . There is a
greater emphasis in the churches on Christian experience (and therefore on prayer) than there
used to be, but in some there is less emphasis on, and confidence in, biblical truth.
. . .Technology and society seem to be moving us into a post-book culture, yet the Christian
story, Christian truth and the sword of the Spirit are all contained in a rather large and hard to
read book. . .Yet there are some ways forward. . . Some churches are including interactive
Bible study groups as part of their main worship event. The “sermon” becomes the
introduction to the passage the groups will study later. In some churches there is new power
in the reading of the Scriptures when handed over to the church drama group and a
dramatised version of the Bible (see page 44). Data projectors are able to keep the words of
Scripture before the congregation‟s eyes and allow them to sink in.
. . .For others the problem is more profound. The (interpretational) uncertainties and
disagreements in relation to the issues of the day rob the Bible in some minds of its
unambiguous authority. In what sense is the Scripture reading in church “the word of the
Lord”? Growing churches tend to have a confidence in their own life that comes from a
confidence in God and a confidence in the Bible as the word of God.
It is also possible that the Bible is being misunderstood, or at least its potential impact
minimised and undersold. It may bring knowledge of God, but it also brings experience of
God. . . So perhaps we should work at emphasising the Bible less as the book that makes
truth claims about God and humans, and more as the book that enables us to experience God
in our lives.
Love: God is love. Love is the only new commandment Jesus gave us. To be loved is the
deepest human need. . . God‟s ultimate aim for us is right behaviour rather than right belief.
Nevertheless, it is our belonging to the Church and our believing in the faith that lead us to
our behaving as Jesus‟ followers.
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The love and integrity of the Church have never been more important. (M)ore people are
trying to belong to a Christian community, and Christian community is what happens when
Christians start loving one another.
. . . The Church has to earn the respect, interest and allegiance of the people. As Mother
Teresa so vividly demonstrated, this is best achieved by love – love for the poor, love for
each other, love for God‟s world, love for God. Many people today are initially more
interested in whether the Christian faith works than in whether it is true. It works if it is
transforming Christians into people who love. In a postmodern, privatised, hedonistic world,
the counter-cultural Christian community reaching out in love will be irresistible.
. . .(A)ll strands of the Church have realised that it is “social gospel or no gospel”. . .engaging
in social projects which project the love of God into their local communities (see chapters 11
and 12). . . The churches are undoubtedly showing greater love and care towards local
communities. And where there is a greater level of love and care within church fellowships,
the church tends to grow.
Encounter: A commonly cited cause of church growth is church services that act as vehicles
for religious experience. Where genuine encounter with the living God is expected and
experienced, congregations tend to grow. The transformation of a weekly service, whatever
its format, whatever the tradition of the church, into a series of unique, moving encounters
with the divine must lie at the heart of any spiritual renewal that will draw people into the
Christian community. Such a transformation does not necessarily need an alteration in the
outward ordering of things, but rather a renewing of the inner spirit of the worshippers. God
made accessible in Christ by the Spirit through the Church, whatever the worship style, is the
ultimate church growth draw.
The use of silence, a hushed and holy stillness with life‟s background chatter switched off,
enables people to hear the still small voice of God within. The use of older spiritualities, of
candles and contemplation, can stir stressed and busy contemporary Christians to new
spiritual depths. Christians have been encouraged to meet God through the emotions of a new
style of singing – love songs to God rather than theology-hymns about God. The songs may
seem to some trite and limited, but at their best they are vehicles for enabling worshippers to
feel in touch with the God they love. The use of interview and testimony in the services
enables the whole congregation to encounter God at work in the lives of others. The offer of
prayer ministry at the end of services or of healing prayer. . . gives people the chance to
encounter the God who heals as well as saves. The warmth of fellowship over a cup of coffee
at the end of the formal event enables people to meet God in each other and in the love of the
whole community. The encouragement from the leaders to expect to encounter God in daily
life and private prayer in the week ahead gives people the confidence to ascribe their personal
religious experience to God rather than their own imagination. This, of course, carries the
danger of encouraging people to see the hand of God in inappropriate ways, but there is
greater danger in encouraging Christians to ignore or deny the hand of God in their daily
lives. . . When a church is about helping people to live their lives in the ever-presence of God,
it attracts the spiritually searching, and usually grows.
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These outward changes to a church service are not, of course, the content of spiritual renewal,
they are only the vehicles for it. It may also be that church leaders seeking spiritual renewal
for their churches may need to pray the old prayer, “Lord renew your church and begin with
me.”
All this, of course, chimes in with the age of experience. The question “is it true?‟ may best
be answered by a sermon; the question “is it real?” is answered by encounter. . .So one way
of renewing the church for growth is to evolve the nature of the services with an eye to giving
more opportunity for personal and corporate encounter with the living God. Alternatively, the
real breakthrough may come in small groups where people feel freer to express themselves
and may have more time in which to make meaningful contact with God. Another approach is
to appoint one or two people with a sensitive manner or journalistic flair to interview church
members for their personal stories. These should be recorded in some way or other – perhaps
written down or videoed – and then circulated.
. . .It is important to find ways of enabling, honouring and acknowledging the whole range of
ways in which different personalities and individuals encounter the living God.
It is the job of church leaders not just to tease the stories out of individuals, but also to
provoke a church into leading a story-rich life . . The key to a story-rich life is, in Ann
Morisy‟s phrase, to “journey out” from the internal safety of the church community to
encounter and serve the world outside it.
. . .Contemporary spirituality tends to emphasise the role of the sacred space. Churches that
are open during the week and have suitable places for private prayer can be very popular (see
pages 44 and 45). . . Such private encounters may lead to contact with the visible church
community. Open, welcoming church buildings, striking the right spirituality chords, could
play a significant future role.
. . . We are to be in love not with the gifts, feelings or experiences God gives us, but with God
himself. “Encounter” Christians, for whom church is a conduit of God‟s blessings, can be
fair-weather Christians, losing their faith when suffering comes or the blessings cease to
flow. We cannot build churches out of fair-weather Christians, because the weather, like life,
is not always fair. Solid, reliable church growth happens with Christians capable of echoing
Job: “The Lord gave, and the Lord has taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord.” (Job
1:21)
Would we, then, not do better by ignoring or leaving the institution (the Church) and just
concentrating on God, asking for fire to fall from heaven and hearts to be set aflame?. . .In the
economy of God there are times and seasons. At this time and in this National Church the
sense is that reform and renewal is where God is taking us. . . The survival of the Church in
every locality, and its moving forward in many, is living proof of the existence and power of
God. Left to our own devices we would have folded years ago. God has not given up on us.
He has given us the internal resources and the social climate in which renewing growth can
become the new normality. As we faithfully serve this vision, who knows what God can do
with us!
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Chapter 6
VISION & STRATEGY
A study of the methods adopted by “growing churches” has convinced me that it is important
for all three churches within the Parish Grouping to take stock of their current situations and
formulate strategies prayerfully based on the vision of God. All vision or mission statements
have at their core the same timeless biblical mission of the Church to make and grow
disciples – or, as it‟s often put, “To know Christ and to make him known.”
Paul Bayes and Tim Sledge, in “Mission-shaped Parish”, state: “Talk of „strategy‟ can be
annoying. . . (but) we believe that strategic planning is one of the many tools that are
necessary for the local church to flourish. It requires a foundation of values based on faith.
Values are the hinge. They swing what we know of God into action, and bring the theology
of a church to bear on its practice.”
Bayes and Sledge warn against the temptation to rush things, stating that an anxious church is
beset by initiatives, and adding: “Badly wanting to get on with God‟s work, and feeling the
urgency acutely, church people are tempted to move into action straight away. It‟s such a
temptation to grab the latest ideas from somewhere else and try to put them into practice,
without thinking for too long about why they were crafted and shaped in their particular way
for their particular context.
“There is no doubt that seeing mission in this fragmented way has „advantages‟ for the whole
Church. It produces two kinds of quiet life. On the one hand it has left a field clear for
passionate and active „mission-minded‟ people to generate a thousand ideas before lunch and
see them die unmourned by supper time. And on the other, it has given freedom and space to
the rest of the Church to let the activists get on with it – with a sigh of relief.
“Mission-shaped Church asks you to stop and look around – at your context and your
potential, yes; but before that, first of all at what you value most. . . (by asking) questions
that „tick‟ . . .: (m)atching situations and people‟s needs against what a church either does, or
could, offer to the community. . . If the questions emerge from values and from the vision of
God, then the local church will be prepared to put its own shape in the melting pot to develop
an answer to them.”
We in the Parish Grouping churches need to analyse our current situations by making an
honest appraisal of our strengths and weaknesses. Some churches do this by SWOT analysis strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats - and gap analysis - where do we already
have enough activities? Where are the gaps? What activities don‟t fit into any stage? Why?
Are they necessary to keep? One church in England held a series of 20 round-table problemsolving dinners in the vicarage between 1996 and 2000 to identify some achievable steps that
would benefit the community and for which people around the table would take
responsibility.
In “The Team Ministry Handbook”, which is being used as the basis of the Parish Grouping‟s
exploration of Team Ministry, Robin Greenwood identifies the initial steps that can be taken
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by churches “seeking to know themselves as communities of the resurrection and crucibles of
the spirit”:Stage One: Your Church Now – Where and Why?
Together, take an honest look at your church – in all the ways in which you are presently
attempting to serve God’s purpose in the world, your local neighbourhood and congregation.
Begin with the positives. What really matters to your church? What do you have to celebrate
about the following:- administration; Bible study groups; caring for buildings as a sign of
God’s presence; children’s work; being together at home; development of lay ministries;
ecumenical partnership (joint worship, ecumenically organised pastoral care, ecumenical
Lent group, joint learning, joint evangelism); evangelism; faith development; home groups;
involvement of young people in leadership; involvement with children; links with statutory
bodies; links with other faith communities; marriage preparation; ministries in the
workplace;
music
ministry; outreach parenting courses; partnership with local
neighbourhood groups; pastoral care (visiting, prayer groups, intercession, contemplation);
publicity; social action (in neighbourhood or globally); spiritual direction (soul friending);
study (reflection on faith and life); support for everyday occupations; training for ministries;
witnessing; youth activities; work with young people; world church links; worship
(preparation for leadership)?
In no more than 20 words, complete this sentence: “On present evidence, the mission of our
church is. . .” Make a list of all that could be called “outreach” and identify those
responsible for each item. What are the roles, influences and relationships in your church life
that will make all the difference to whether change is easy or difficult?
Stage Two: Where is God Calling Your Church?
Stage one gave the opportunity to find out about the setting of your church and the realities
as you see them now, and to consider where change is needed. In this next stage you are
urged to let your imaginations soar. Co-operating with God for the Kingdom, how do you see
your church’s developing purpose in mission and ministry? Why are you here?
What kind of church you are called to be is a crucial question. What is at stake is the truth
about God, which cannot be separated from the situation in which you find yourselves, and
the identity and mission of your faith community. In the next three to five years, what do you
hope for and what are you prepared to work for, through God’s grace?
. . .”(S)uccessful businesses will be those that market experiences which change people‟s
lives. And, of course, that‟s the business the Church is in. For the past 2,000 years, far longer
than any corporation today, the Church has offered people the opportunity to have their lives
transformed – by Jesus Christ. . . the very thing that our society craves is at the centre of the
Church‟s mission statement.” – Michael Moynagh.
Rev. Albert Bogle, Bo‟ness, one of the driving forces behind “Church Without Walls”,
recently told “Life and Work”: “The greatest thing I ever learned about my job was that (it)
wasn‟t to „do‟ the ministry – (it) was to enable other people to do their ministry, and that‟s a
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huge mindset change – that you‟re no longer the person that everything has to go through, but
the person who tries to enable and support other people to take things on, to be there to
encourage and inspire them. Every congregation has a wealth of talent available, but they
need the chance to use it.”
The mission statement of St. Nicholas Uniting is “Open minds, Open hearts, Open hands”,
which was proposed by Stephen and adopted by the church as a way of looking at themselves
as a progressive, caring faith community, with service to people in the city centre at the heart
of who they are by, in the words of liberation theologian Carmelo Alvarez, “strengthening
communities of solidarity, affirming diversity, promoting healthy relationships in families
and communities, embracing strangers, and promoting inter-cultural and inter-religious
dialogues”.
In his thoughts on the priorities facing St. Nick‟s, Stephen wrote last year: “The overall
direction of my ministry has been to encourage and offer an inviting, inclusive, supportive
and challenging environment for us to be the people God created us to be. I have tried to
promote and enable the creation of an atmosphere for worship, education, spiritual growth,
community and service.
“. . .The task over the next few years is the continuing development of progressive and
inclusive biblical and theological study to encourage a wider participation in the „Living the
Questions‟ study and the possibility of congregational self-exploration through the program,
„Natural Church Development‟.
“. . . Opportunities for emphasising love, forgiveness, reconciliation and acceptance in the
pastoral work and spiritual growth of the congregation must be a priority. Our participation in
the „God is Still Speaking‟ initiative over the next several years not only has the potential for
focusing our mission goals, but also the deepening of our spiritual life as Christians. Another
source that will be encouraged in the immediate future is „Pearls of Life‟ as a meditative
foundation for the prayer life of the congregation.”
The new website of Queen Street Church describes the congregation as “A people on the
move” and contains the following mission statement: “We strive to become increasingly a
congregation among whom Jesus Christ is personally known, effectively served and
powerfully praised in contemporary society.”
The website of St. Mark’s Church features the following statement of belief: “We in St.
Mark‟s believe in the Holy Trinity, that Jesus Christ was born of the Virgin Mary, was
crucified for our sins, rose again on the third day and ascended into heaven, from where He
will return to reign for evermore. We believe that our Salvation comes only through the grace
of the Lord Jesus Christ and our acceptance of Him as our Lord and Saviour.”
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Examples of local church vision/mission statements include:
Salvation Army (Aberdeen Citadel):
community.

1) Save souls, 2) Grow the Saints, 3) Serve the

Westhill Episcopal Church: Moving In - in friendship with one another; Moving Out - in
reaching out to the community; Moving Up - in worship to God. Westhill have six “G”
values – Glory, Gospel, Growing, Groups, Gifts and Giving.
Ferryhill Parish Church: To be a vital witness to Jesus Christ by making worship the
central feature of the life of the congregation and parish by developing understanding of the
Christian faith, enhancing and strengthening an inclusive fellowship so that all feel they
belong and have a part to play, responding in relevant and practical ways to the needs of the
congregation and parish, contributing directly and indirectly to the wider work of the Church
at home and abroad.
Rubislaw Parish Church: Exists to proclaim the Gospel to its parish, the community of
Aberdeen and the wider world through the worship, fellowship and witness of those who
share its life by showing God‟s unconditional love to everyone through welcome, love and
care; contributing to the life and unity of the Church through partnership with other followers
of Christ and sharing the widest scope of mission; ministering effectively to children, young
people and supporting family life; developing the faith of church members through Bible
study, prayer and Christian education; encouraging stewardship of wealth and talents;
maintaining a positive and accepting image of the church through the ongoing development
and use of the building.
Oldmachar Parish Church: To become a Christ-like community in this place who honour
God, worship Jesus and go out in the power of the spirit to make disciples and share the
Father‟s love.
Cove Parish Church: A fellowship that looks to deepen our love for God through worship,
prayer, learning and serving others. We want to be outward looking, engaging with and
serving our community in the power of the Holy Spirit.
Woodside Parish Church: Seeking to bring people into a living relationship with Jesus
Christ. Sharing God‟s Word and Love with the community in practical ways.
Kingswells Parish Church: We believe God has called us to celebrate the Life of Christ,
care for one another, cultivate personal growth, and communicate the Love of God, by work
and action, in our community and in the world.
***
The 2006 General Assembly of the Church of Scotland agreed on the following Vision
Statement:
The vision of the Church of Scotland is to be a Church which seeks to inspire the people of
Scotland and beyond with the Good News of Jesus Christ through enthusiastic worshipping,
witnessing, nurturing and serving communities.
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Chapter 7
GROWING CHURCHES
St. Andrew’s, Arbroath
In Rev. Martin Fair‟s 18 years in Arbroath, the Sunday congregation has grown from 150-200
to more than 325, plus around 50 on Wednesday mornings. Of that 350, 25% are under 18
and a further 50% between 18 and 65.
“The vision is absolutely key,” says Martin (St. Andrew‟s mission statement is “Welcome,
Worship, Witness”). “If folk are being asked to give money merely to keep the show on the
road, it‟s difficult to be inspired, but once they have the vision of what the church can be, or
can see a specific project where their money is making a difference, it‟s amazing how pockets
and wallets open.”
Martin told a readers‟ seminar in Fraserburgh earlier this year that eight factors have been
identified in helping church growth, the most important being:Relevancy of the preaching: What people hear on Sunday morning needs to tie in with what
they are doing on Monday morning. What, so what, what now? Why does it matter? What
relevance does something that happened in Jerusalem 2,000 years ago have for Arbroath in
2010? What worries folk in Arbroath? Health, money and kids (the church does a survey
every year).
Quality of worship: It won‟t do to cobble it together at the last minute or for it to be anything
less than your best. In a world of choice, people will choose. If worship is shoddy and halfbaked, like it was prepared the night before, that comes across.
Warmth of welcome: We have to have the right people on the door of the church, people who
are genuinely warm and know what it is to really welcome people. People make up their
minds within a matter of seconds as to what they think about a church. It all happens at the
door and in the vestibule.
Possibility of building a community: With extended and often dysfunctional families and
more and more folk living on their own, people will seek community in other places, and the
Church is well placed to fill this void through the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Addressing a parish workers‟ conference in St. Andrew‟s in June, Martin said: “You see dry
bones, I see an army. If you let financial cuts be the message you are hearing, you can‟t; but
God can. Our Church is far from dead and buried, but we need to see the army rather than the
dry bones. We have the money; the problem is getting it out of pockets and into the offering
plate. Sacrificial offering increases as people catch the vision of what a church can be. We
have to become a listening Church and respond to the problems around us. We need churches
that are local and international. When God gets loose, things start happening that you
couldn‟t write the script for.”
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For instance, an unchurched married couple reluctantly came along to a baptism service at St.
Andrew‟s because they were the Godparents. Martin told them it wasn‟t possible to forgo the
church part and simply come along to the celebratory lunch! The couple later told him they
had been shocked to find themselves feeling at home in the church. They started coming
regularly and it wasn‟t long before the man was handing out Bible tracts to passengers on his
public service bus. They were part of a small group of people who approached Martin to start
a drop-in (the Havilah Project (see page 62)) for people on the fringes of society. Martin told
them to “go ahead”. They opened in the hall one day a week. Nobody came. They decided to
open the hall three days a week. After a year nobody had come, but they did not give up.
They genuinely believed that they had been called by God to do something. Then one day
Mike, a heroin addict, came along. They listened to him and slowly built a relationship. God
transformed Mike‟s life and the drop-in now attracts over 100 people a month – mostly
young men and women with serious drug problems. Some of them have gone on to the Teen
Challenge Christian Rehabilitation Centre at Fyvie.
Acts of random kindness: Door-to-door acts of kindness. Sacrificial love – giving without
expecting anything in return. Martin asked members to bring in cans of Coke and Creme
Eggs and they were later handed out at a community event as “signs of life” and “a wee
blessing”. The best things in life – like the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ – are free.
Service (mercy missions): Emergency food parcels, starter packs, beach cleans. Reaching out
to people in service; not trying to fill the church. “The more we give our lives away, the more
the church begins to grow,” said Martin.
Paired reading: People from St Andrew‟s attend the local primary school to help children
with their reading (see page 50).
“Spirit-filled people expand the Church,” said Martin. “We serve a bit when the Church
genuinely starts to serve. People start to ask „why‟? „What is it that‟s making you do this?‟ At
no point do we say to people, „By the way, you have to come to church.‟
“When grace and transformation get to work, all sorts of other stuff happens. Changing lives
– that‟s the business the Church should be in. We need to learn to serve. We need to be in the
business that Jesus was in. The best evangelism is being Jesus to people.”
Martin believes that God wants to do a new thing, but we need to be open to receive it.
Before we can receive, in his view we have to relinquish much of the structure of the Church
and its buildings.
“We need more meeting and less meetings,” he said. (St Andrew‟s only has two Kirk Session
meetings a year). “We need to trust people by giving them responsibility and authority,
allowing them to use the gifts they have.”
He has seen his role change from traditional minister, carrying out 1,000 visits a year, to that
of facilitator and enabler, managing a team of paid employees and volunteers.
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Holy Trinity, Edinburgh
Holy Trinity run a community cafe, The Bridge, where people feel welcome and accepted,
receive prayer for healing and learn about life skills and literacy courses and the MOPS
(mothers of pre-schoolers) Group. They have a CAP (Christians Against Poverty) Centre
which offers help to manage debt, along with personal support. Team ministry encourages
teamwork in the congregation and the offering of skills to serve the church and the
community. They run Alpha.
Cupar Old and St. Michael of Tarvit, Fife
In the eight years that the current minister, Rev. Ken Jeffrey, has been in post, about 230
people have joined the congregation, around 80 by profession of faith.
“I think over the last few years there has been an increasingly strong sense of vision, which
has caught the imagination of members,” said Ken. “People are coming to church and
becoming involved because they see a congregation that is active, that has a sense of purpose
and direction, that wants to reach out and engage with its community.”
The church has media screens and a praise band. The sermons are “biblical, personal and
relevant”. They use testimony and hold informal food and fellowship services in the church
centre cafe on Sunday evenings. They run Alpha. Financially, the giving in the church has
almost doubled. A “Gifts for God” stewardship campaign is planned for this September. The
church raised money to build a home for abandoned street boys in Peru, and volunteers from
the church and the community have been out to Peru. The church has a thriving Sunday Club,
but Ken admits that attracting and holding onto teenagers is still an “enormous challenge”.
However, a new group, TGWNN (“The Group With No Name”), has been set up to bring
together teens from all five churches in the town. It is run largely by the young people
themselves, using Facebook.
Gilcomston South Church
The momentum for revitalising the congregation came from a major refurbishment
programme that took place about five years ago. (This fits in with a seminar I attended with
Stephen Taylor and Elaine Gibb at the Rubislaw Church Centre, where it was emphasised
that “turbulence” within a congregation can be the catalyst for positive change and spiritual
reawakening). The congregation had to meet in Harlaw Academy for a year, a move that
people were dreading because of disruption to routines. However, it turned out to be a
blessing from God. Before moving back into the refurbished church, members asked: “Why
has God put us here now?” God refurbished the congregation while the congregation was
refurbishing the building. He gave them a renewed sense of why they were in Aberdeen city
centre. They adopted a whole new ethos. “Mission of God runs through Gilc like a stick of
rock,” said minister, Rev. Dominic Smart. “Fulfilling the Great Commission is what we‟re all
about. A good location makes no sense without mission. Not just evangelism, but glorifying
God and exalting Christ in Gilc. Where does the power come from to stick to the mission
statement? From God, through the Holy Spirit.” Dominic said that Gilc turned from being
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centripetal (inward looking and waiting for people to come to them) to centrifugal (outward
looking and reaching out to people). They put Kingdom before congregation and are only too
glad if other churches benefit from their work.
Cadzow Parish Church, Hamilton
Minister, Rev. John Carswell has used the sacrament of baptism to reach out to families,
many of whom are now part of the church. He said: “What I try to do is sit down with people
and just listen to them: “What‟s your story; why do you want this?” I‟ve got a piece of paper
which begins, „Why do you want baptism?‟ and I really push them to think it through. Most
of the time people will say they went to the BB and Sunday School, but haven‟t been to
church since, but now they have had this baby and they want it baptised. I try to say what
they are feeling is the prompting of the Holy Spirit: you don‟t desire the things of God
without the promptings of the Spirit of God. Really, what they are having is spiritual stirring
in their ears. I try to help people to put a name on that feeling, and help them to understand
what it means to get your child baptised, the promises and responsibilities that follow. I
emphasise that the congregation is making a commitment to them as well; they are going to
be praying for them, they are going to learn their names and their children‟s names and they
are investing in their ability to fulfil these vows. Most of the time that‟s news to people. They
are used to the idea it‟s a one-off ceremony. They are establishing a relationship with me, and
when they come to church, people are friendly to them. That‟s key – I can do a service they
are happy with, but unless they are welcomed, they won‟t come back. I tell them, „You are
family, it‟s your holy responsibility to know each other and to notice if people are missing.‟”
Martin’s Memorial Church, Stornoway
Since the minister, Rev. Tommy MacNeil, arrived, the membership has grown from 100 to
over 200. The Sunday morning congregation has increased from 80 to 250, while attendance
at the evening service has grown from 30 to nearly 200 and the midweek prayer meeting from
10 to as many as 100. “We have grown the church intentionally by accident,” says Tommy.
“We haven‟t followed anyone else‟s model or plan. We have benefited from reading and
listening widely to what God is doing in different places, but we have done so with the sense
that he wanted us to find our own way, so that we in turn might be of encouragement to other
churches.” Tommy and his wife Donna had a vision for youth work in the church, and with
the help of Project Scotland (see page 69) they secured a volunteer youth worker. His impact
was seen in the expanding Sunday youth group, IMPACT, which was followed by a midweek
youth club and drop-in and a Saturday night meeting called “Encounter”. The young people
requested their own prayer meeting, which now takes place at lunchtime on Fridays and
attracts over 30 teenagers. However, far from being a youth church, they also include groups
for senior citizens, a Guild, a Bible study group with crèche facilities, a BB company, new
women‟s and men‟s groups, a group for people in their 20s and 30s and prayer and
intercession groups. Tommy adds: “(W)e have strived to be a true church family; a place
where we love God, where we love one another, and where we love our neighbour. Our
mission statement is to be a church „Where everybody is somebody, and Jesus is Lord‟.”
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Chapter 8
POSSIBLE INITIATIVES BY PARISH GROUPING/CHURCHES
The following suggestions/proposals are placed before the Development Group Committee,
in the first instance, for consideration and discussion:

Bible study/prayer groups – I would strongly advocate the creation of small house
groups within each congregation to study and discuss Scripture and pray (at present
St. Nicholas Uniting is the only church in the grouping with discussion groups, both
of which meet in the church. St. Nicholas Uniting also has weekday lunchtime prayers
at 1.05pm in the Cowan Chapel).
Bible studies and prayer groups are often held in churches, of course, but I believe it
is important that we should provide opportunities for spiritual seekers to explore faith
without having to first sign up to a culture that‟s alien to them. The use of discussion
groups in neutral venues will help, though the first hurdle is often communicating to
the seeker that he or she can trust such activities as a place that genuinely encourages
questioning and is non-judgemental, allowing them to “belong before they believe”.
For that reason, for instance, Gerrard Street Baptist Church “bars” its ministers from
attending its house Bible study groups.
It is my view that each church member should be in a small group. Hopefully, these
groups will grow and expand as friends are invited along. Hence the small groups also
have an evangelistic edge to them. The groups can be encouraged not only to
incorporate Bible study and fellowship into their gatherings, but also an inspirational
poem, a dramatic reading or songs that will enable all to focus on the greatness and
wonder of God. Also, see “Ecumenism – The Julian Meetings” (page 46/47).



Specific prayer – We should meet regularly as churches to pray for the communities
we are aiming to reach, feeding the prayer times with information so that people can
pray specifically for the context – for the issues and people known, for openings to
meet people, for wisdom in being thoroughly contextual, as well as distinctly
Christian.
There are even “schemes” for encouraging prayer: 531 Scheme – Write down the
names of five people you know who know little about Christianity and regularly pray
for opportunities to share the hope that is in you. Write down the names of three
people with whom you‟ve shared that you‟re a Christian and regularly pray for an
opportunity for them to hear the Gospel explained (by you or at an event you take
them to). Write down the name of one person who has heard the Gospel but is not yet
a Christian, and regularly pray that he or she will make a step of faith. 111 Scheme –
Ask every person in the church to pray for one person they know who doesn‟t yet
know Christ for one minute at 1pm. Imagine the power of Christians across the
country doing that in unison! This can be extended to praying for more people if a
different person is prayed for each day of the week.
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Homelessness: The homelessness theme adopted by the Parish Grouping in 2008 (in
preference to the other options of “emerging churches” and “healing”) has proved to
be a real blessing, in terms of outreach and also by encouraging the three churches to
work together, with a healthy number of volunteers from all three congregations
helping to run the Big Issue office in Queen Street Church six days a week. Over the
last two years the people of Queen Street, St. Nicholas Uniting and St. Mark‟s have
built up real relationships with each other and, more importantly, with the Big Issue
vendors, many of whom are excluded and vulnerable, providing a place of welcome
and showing the love of Christ through practical help offered in a non-judgmental
way.
There is a growing realisation among the volunteers that the time has come for us to
develop our work with the homeless.
Former City Centre Police Unit Inspector Iain MacLelland advised me in March that
he thought there was a need for a daytime meeting place in the city centre where
vulnerable men could find shelter and perhaps learn life skills such as cooking and
interview techniques (Aberdeen Foyer do it for 15-16 year olds). The Cyrenians ran
such a centre in Summer Street, but it had to close due to problems with funding and
neighbours. Bethany Christian Trust operate a men‟s group in Edinburgh, and they
have expressed interest in working with us to examine the feasibility of a similar
project in Aberdeen city centre.
Queen Street and St. Mark‟s were involved in the Winter Night Shelters run by
Bethany in Aberdeen from January to early April 2010. Both churches played host on
three nights during the three-month+ duration of the project, with upward of 20
people a night obtaining shelter, a hot meal and companionship during one of the
worst winters on record. It proved to be an uplifting experience for all involved –
again a very practical example of Christian love in action. This winter the night
shelters will run from December to March, with funding from Aberdeen City Council.
Hopefully, Queen Street and St. Mark‟s will be even more involved, St. Nicholas
Uniting‟s participation being precluded by the lack of hall and cooking facilities.
Given the commitment by the council‟s homelessness unit to meet their statutory
obligation to provide accommodation for homeless British citizens, the focus from
2012 onwards is likely to be on foreign nationals who find themselves on the streets.
Paul Hannan, the council‟s homelessness manager, stressed to me the need for the
Grouping to think through any plans for helping the homeless, warning that even a
simple initiative like befriending could cause problems for people with mental health
issues, especially if contact had to be broken off for any reason. He suggested that the
best strategy might be to support other agencies such as Bethany, perhaps in the form
of “Starter Packs” (similar to a local service provided by Woodside Parish Church) or
assisting with decoration when needy people are housed. Again, Bethany have
expressed an interest in joining with us to explore these ideas further.
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Passing the Baton (see page 48).
Grand Central Savings: This scheme was set up in Glasgow a couple of years ago to
give those in financial/social exclusion (including Big Issue vendors) access to
banking facilities. It allows rough sleepers, homeless people, migrant workers and the
elderly to set up a current account and get advice on managing their money. Money
that goes into the account is used to pay bills, utility arrears etc. Customers don‟t need
any ID other than a photograph to open the account (the Greenock branch of GCS had
90 customers within a few weeks of its launch). GCS is seen as a starting point, with
the emphasis on moving on to things like credit union-type banking. The intention is
to establish a GCS scheme in Aberdeen (we helped to circulate the survey which
confirmed the need for such a scheme in the city). Given that GCS are anxious to
keep their start-up costs to a minimum, I am proposing that we should make every
effort to provide them with office premises, either in Queen Street or St Mark‟s. I
believe this would be a good way of developing our homelessness ministry.


Parish Nursing (see page 60).



Youth ministry: The Sunday Club at Queen Street Church and the Sunday School
and Youth Fellowship at St. Mark‟s may be small in numbers, but they are blessed
with devoted and spirit-filled leaders and enthusiastic children. It goes without saying
that there must be real investment in our young people – the Church of today, not
tomorrow. They should have dedicated meeting places, with modern decor and proper
resourcing.



Schools: We need to establish chaplaincy links with Hanover Street School (St.
Nicholas Uniting) and Skene Square School (St. Mark‟s) and look at the possibility of
getting involved in paired reading (see page 49) and talks by our members on selected
school project topics. We helped to set up a link between Hanover Street and
Rethakgetse Primary School in South Africa in the lead-up to the World Cup by
enlisting the aid of our missionary partners in South Africa. We are also trying to
interest Hanover Street and Skene Square in setting up a link with two children‟s
homes in the Palestinian town of Bethany. Other possibilities include a breakfast club
for primary schoolchildren, along the lines of the one established in the Seaton area.
Stephen has worked at developing links with Robert Gordon‟s School.



Home hospitality: Opening our houses to foreign students (see page 48).



Volunteering: If we are unable to tackle some projects due to lack of manpower or
resources, we can still work in partnership with other organisations e.g. Bethany, by
providing volunteers and support (see Chapter 9). The three churches should
encourage volunteering by, for example, paying all or most of the £300 donation that
a Street Pastor volunteer has to make.
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Evangelism: We should run evangelistic courses on a regular basis, with proper
follow-up (see chapter 13)



Worship style: We should consider evolutionary changes to our worship styles as
part of an ongoing exploration of fresh expression of church, with the aim of creating
more relaxed and joyful atmospheres. We should be aiming for a good balance
between reverence and praise by using multi-media (see below), different styles of
music (e.g. guitars) to augment organ music, short dramas (see below), encouraging
the congregation to sit together at or near the front of the sanctuaries (whilst
respecting the wishes of those who prefer their “own space”) and encouraging
members to bring their own Bibles to church (it‟s always heartening to drive along
King Street on a Sunday morning and see African Christians heading to church with
Bibles in their hands). Research shows that people generally make up their minds
about something like church within the first couple of minutes. . . Do our services
start with a “wow” factor? Is there an excitement about meeting and an anticipation
about connecting with God? With familiarity comes decreased sensitivity to the
messages that our style of doing church projects. All churches have a style. What is
that style? Is it what we intend? Is it appropriate to our audience? It probably is at
present, given the average age of our members, but what about the crucial need to
attract newcomers? We need to inject more joy and encourage a more relaxed
atmosphere so that people are not embarrassed, for example, to perform the actions to
songs, share the peace or interact with the ministers.



Multi-media: Our churches should make a real investment in technology for use
during services, including fixed Powerpoint projectors and screens. Neil MacLennan
is a full-time employee of Santus Media, Bo‟ness, which was set up under the
auspices of Bo‟ness Parish Church. It is his view that congregations need to improve
their awareness of why, when and how to use audio-visual stimulus in worship. With
regard to Powerpoint, the golden rules are: less is more; use colour; choose
backgrounds carefully; check for readability (size and contrast); can a picture help?
Churches can also make use of facilities like Google Images and Windows
Moviemaker. They can record Bible readings during the week using different
members of the congregation, with their images appearing on screen during the
service. Other possibilities include: a labyrinth to create a meditative journey using
candles, MP3 players and appropriate music at each station; use of videos at funerals
as a tribute to the deceased (with the family‟s consent and with the DVD being given
to them at the end of the service); off-the-shelf DVDs to support Bible study or group
work e.g. Rob Bell‟s “Nooma” DVDs; use of remote controls and UV pens for
dramatic effect during, say, children‟s addresses; use of texting to contact church
members, for example during Lent to tell them to switch off their TV for two hours
and pray; a text management system which allows people to text their thoughts and
have them shown on screen (edited!) during the service. Bo‟ness Parish Church have
even started using Ipads to allow the housebound to watch their services live or
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recorded. If we‟re not at that stage of innovation, we could at least provide the
housebound with a DVD of church services.


Drama: St. Mark‟s has a great theatre tradition, with The Players for adults and Stage
Door for youngsters. They could perform short dramas (in all three kirks) during
church services, or be even more ambitious and go for something along the lines of
the Princes Street Easter Play that is performed in the West Princes Street Gardens in
Edinburgh every year. St Mark‟s could use the Union Terrace Gardens. Drama ideas
are available from 121 (see pages 69/70).



Special services: For example, we could invite along everyone who has been baptised
or married in the churches. The fact is, though, that initiatives such as “Back to
Church Sunday” only work if people are prepared to invite family, friends and lapsed
members to attend, and often the embarrassment factor and typical Scots reserve loom
large.



Migrants: We should do everything in our power to encourage Christian migrants to
use our churches and chapels for foreign language services, along the lines of the
Lithuanian services that were held in the Queen Street chapel earlier this year
(hopefully to be resurrected). Another example would be the Chinese services at
Crown Terrace Baptist Church.



Police Service: Given Queen Street Church‟s close proximity to Grampian Police‟s
HQ, we might offer to host a Police Service. St Michael‟s and South Church,
Dumfries, host one every year in October to mark Police Memorial Day. It is
conducted by police offers under the guidance of the minister, with a theme chosen by
the Chief Constable. The congregation includes many serving and retired officers.
Grampian Police Chief Constable Colin McKerracher is a Christian. Rev. David
Swan, Cove, is the Police Chaplain.



Police Chapel: Could the Queen Street Chapel be made available as a place of
mediation and prayer for officers serving at police HQ across the road? A key could
be provided to the police for use by officers as and when required e.g. after dealing
with traumatic incidents. Such an initiative would require the Big Issue office tables
to be cleared and set up on a daily basis.



Occasional offices: We should respond effectively to contacts about weddings,
funerals and baptisms. These events can provide great opportunities to develop longterm relationships with local people. We should ask ourselves how the churches can
reach out to those who are bereaved before, during and after the funeral service. We
should consider the creation of bereavement groups to meet socially and share stories.
What sort of preparation courses and support can we offer to engaged and newlymarried couples? How can the churches celebrate with, and serve, those with new
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babies? Should the churches send cards on anniversaries? How can people find out
what the churches offer (stalls at wedding fairs, festivals etc)?


Pastoral care: Many members (and of course the ministers) at all three churches visit
ill, infirm and grieving members and friends on a weekly basis. However, we should
place things on a more organised basis by creating pastoral care teams to visit the sick
(in hospital or at home), care for the elderly and infirm, lend a listening ear to those
who need it, get alongside those who are lonely and get to know people who are new
to the congregations. Factors to be borne in mind when setting up teams are the need
for prayer, leadership, training, authority, supervision, accountability and
confidentiality.



Welcome: We should create welcome committees to develop a welcoming strategy
that goes beyond saying “good morning” at the door and handing over a hymn book
and order of service. Initiatives could include a “welcome spot” where people are
encouraged to greet their neighbour, with regular members knowing that their job is to
shake hands with a new person and then talk to them again as soon as the service is
over, making sure they get a coffee and meet others. Another possibility is a
welcoming event, such as a meal with a brief presentation about the church and
what‟s on offer.



Building the visibility of our churches as places of community: Suggestions
include – door-to-door (more effective than leafleting, but easier said than done, given
people‟s reluctance to risk rejection); leafleting (regular distribution of attractively
designed publicity); office base (someone available during the week for a chat); vox
pops (Gilcomston South carried out “Aberdeen‟s biggest ever survey” earlier this
year, asking:: “If you could ask God ONE question, and you knew he‟d answer it,
what would it be?”); profile in local media, and publicity for local services provided
(by advertising and operating stalls at local festivals such as the Aberdeen Lions Club
International Day, the Gallowgate Festival and Growing Rosemount‟s Community
Fun Day).



Advertising our buildings as churches: I have lived in the North-east for 33 years,
but I was not aware of the existence of Queen Street (North) Church, despite having
driven past the building a thousand times. Our gable walls/frontages should be used to
display large-scale banners narrating favourite Bible passages or advertising services
or evangelistic courses. You only have to look at the giant pink digital TV advert that
has hung on the side of Marischal College for the last few weeks to see the
effectiveness of such a display.



Access: I have long been of the view that churches should be open on a daily basis for
prayer and meditation. There are, of course, security considerations, but these can be
overcome. Suitably supervised by wardens, St. Nicholas Uniting are open for four
hours each weekday during the summer months, with around 10,000 people visiting
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the church each season. St. Nick‟s is, of course, the “Mither Kirk” of Aberdeen, with
nearly 1,000 years of Christian tradition behind it, but I am convinced that all three
churches should be open daily to allow people to commune with God. There is an
over-emphasis on security at present. We should be thinking less about keys to the
church and more about keys to the Kingdom.


Facilities: We should brighten up the non-sanctuary parts of St. Mark‟s and Queen
Street. When people come into the church buildings for events other than services,
impressions are important. Our premises look and feel old-fashioned.



Websites: Well-designed websites detail what the churches offer, what style and
approach they adopt, and help people decide to come along to services and activities.
It is important to keep our three websites updated and eye-catching. Examples of
websites
we
could
learn
from
are:
www.newhills.org.uk,
www.cathedral.aberdeen.anglican.org and www.stcolumbaschurch.org.uk.



Quality printing: We should be producing quality printing to advertise our services,
with distribution around the three parishes. “Quality” is the key word. The public are
used to excellence in other spheres of life, and the Church shouldn‟t be the exception
to the rule. Stephen has pointed out to me the difference in mindset between many US
churches and their British counterparts. In America the attitude is often “only our best
will do”. In Britain, all too often, the attitude is “that‟ll do”.



Design: The use of a consistent and carefully planned design on our publicity, notice
boards, leaflets and websites will give people a positive first impression. For instance,
any design used on the front of our orders of service may communicate what we‟re
about – is it a building rather than people? The Parish Grouping‟s logo, the Triskellis,,
helps to create a corporate identity for the Grouping as a whole.



Magazine: There should be an annual Parish Grouping magazine, professionally
produced, for distribution throughout the parishes.



Investment in people – We need to review what proportions of our financial
resources, buildings, staff time and volunteer time is invested in people not in contact
with Christ. Are we investing too much in buildings and not enough in people? Being
based in Queen Street, I am only too aware of the sizeable maintenance and
refurbishment costs that arise on an almost weekly basis. And given the size and age
of our buildings, this financial burden will only increase as the years pass.



Connection evenings: Local history evenings; concerts (perhaps expanding St.
Nicholas Uniting‟s involvement with the International Youth Festival by utilising our
stage facilities at Queen Street and St. Mark‟s); football or other sports tournaments;
an event with food, music and people from other countries.
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Freebies: Random acts of kindness. Giving away free gifts demonstrates grace and
breaks down the preconceived barrier that churches are after people‟s money.



Mercy ministry: Showing social concern – including community work parties
(decorating, home improvements and furnishing, improving estates, giving Christmas
hampers etc); disability support; bereavement counselling; recovery from addictions
(alcohol etc); recovery from divorce etc; visiting in prisons; projects for the homeless
(see above).



Night-time economy: Our churches should be reaching out to people involved in the
night-time economy e.g. by volunteering to be Street Pastors, providing the Street
Pastors with city centre base(s), opening our doors to young people attending New
Year celebrations. Stephen hopes to explore the possibility of establishing “Night
Church” and “Thomas Mass” once the Mither Kirk Project is completed.



McDonald’s: City Centre Police Inspector Kate Stephen told me there is a particular
problem at present with youths congregating outside McDonald‟s in Union Street
around late bus time (9-11pm). McDonald‟s staff, many of them from ethnic
minorities, are being subjected to abuse, some of it racially motivated. Inspector
Stephen wondered if St. Nicholas Uniting could help in any way, given its location
directly across the road from McDonald‟s. I explained to her about the night-time
access problem (the council lock the kirkyard gates at 4pm in the winter and 7.30pm
in the summer).



Explorations of Team Ministry: We should buy into the Team Ministry initiative
being developed by Dr Jim Merrilees and others in an effort to achieve a ministry of
all believers. For anyone worried about a “hidden agenda”, I believe that the only
agenda is to proclaim and grow Christ‟s Kingdom. We are to be vulnerable, exposed,
laid bare – in a word, incarnational. We are called to serve as much as we are called
to be saved. . . Dietrich Bonhoeffer, in his “Letters and Papers from Prison”, stated:
“The Church is her true self only when she exists for humanity.” The focus should be
on training, mentoring, equipping for evangelism, discipleship, functioning as salt and
light; in other words, in empowering the laity to play a full part in the work of the
ministry in the churches and in the worship.



Ecumenism: We should continue and expand involvement with events organised by
the Regional Ecumenical Team (Stephen is a member), including Christmas and
Easter events. Another ecumenical initiative is the Julian Meeting held at the
Methodist Church in Crown Terrace. A Julian Meeting is usually 6-15 people of
various denominations - lay people and clergy - who meet regularly in a house,
church or chapel. A brief reading, or a piece of music, leads into about 30 minutes of
silent contemplative prayer. This may be followed by a time for tea or coffee and
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conversation. Julian Meetings vary, but the main guidelines are that a meeting is
centred on contemplative prayer in the Christian tradition and welcomes people of all
denominations, and some with no formal church links who are simply seeking a place
for private prayers. The movement is named after Julian of Norwich, a fourteenth
century mystic whose inspired writings are sometimes used at the meetings.


Inter-faith dialogue: Stephen is involved with the Inter-faith Group that meets at the
Aberdeen University Chaplaincy Centre and also promotes regular inter-faith events
around the city. We cannot dialogue with people if we resent their presence or the
views they hold.
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Chapter 9
OPPORTUNITIES TO VOLUNTEER
Even if some projects are too ambitious for us to tackle ourselves, I believe there is great
scope for our members to volunteer to help in initiatives that are ongoing in the city. For
example:Bethany Christian Trust (www.bethanychristiantrust.com) - Passing the Baton
This is the age of self-help books, telephone support lines and daytime chat show hosts giving
advice. Individuals are becoming increasingly isolated and many people do not know their
neighbours; some have no friends to turn to. Passing the Baton is Bethany‟s community
integration project to prevent repeat homelessness. It works with people at risk of losing their
tenancy to help them to feel settled in their new neighbourhood. The service is co-ordinated
by trained staff and delivered by the people who can really make the difference – people like
us.
Friends International and Aberdeen Churches (www.new2uk.org)
The Aberdeen and International Students Friendship Link aims to connect families and
individuals from Aberdeen churches with international students. It is open to students of all
faiths and nationalities. Two or three students are usually linked with each family or
individual and may be invited for a meal or an outing about once a term. Many of these links
develop into real and lasting friendships. Sharing food is a universally understood language
(Gen. 18:1-8)). Indeed, the Church is exhorted to give hospitality in Hebrews 13:2.
Siloam Trust (siloam.trust@virgin.net)
The spiritual challenges of a city like Aberdeen are enormous. Siloam exists to equip and
encourage Christians to take spiritual responsibility in intercessory prayer on the streets.
Siloam has a strong theology of the Mission of the Trinity and of us being called to be radical
disciples of Jesus as we answer the Spirit‟s call to participate in that Mission. Siloam is also
committed to the support and encouragement of church and mission leaders through the
personal excitements and agonies which obedience brings.
Healing on the Streets (www.healingonthestreetsaberdeen.org.uk)
Volunteers seek to demonstrate God‟s love and power to heal in Aberdeen. Individuals from
many churches, including the Church of Scotland, meet in George Street every Saturday.
Aberdeen Street Pastors (aberdeen@streetpastors.org.uk)
There are currently 60 Street Pastors aged 19-73, with ambitions to raise the number to 100.
Each volunteer is out on the streets at least once a month, working in two teams of three,
Friday and Saturday nights from 9.30am (prayers at Credo Centre) to as late as 4am, helping
people who finds themselves vulnerable due to lifestyle or over-indulgence in alcohol or
drugs. Older volunteers play a valuable role because they are seen as non-threatening (the so48

called “granny/grandad effect”). Grampian Police say that the outreach project has played its
part in reducing city centre crime by 30%. The Church is often seen as being remote and
judgemental, but the Street Pastors are connecting with people when and where they least
expect it. I have had an encouraging response to the article that appeared in the summer
church magazines, seeking volunteers. Again, it is my view that the churches should pay the
joining fee for volunteer Street Pastors.
Cafechurch (www.cafechurch.net)
Coffee with a conscience. Cafechurch is the fresh expression of community on the high
street. It brings people into the relaxed cafe atmosphere of Costa Coffee and other coffee
shops to deal with issues from a faith perspective. Tim Still, Youth and Children‟s Ministry
Worker at Mannofield Church of Scotland, is hoping to establish a Cafechurch in Union
Street, and he‟s looking for volunteers from local churches to help run it. The Salvation Army
have already expressed an interest in helping. Initially at least, Cafechurch would be held
once or twice a month in a Costa shop after closing time. Training and back-up resources
would be available. Cafechurches have been launched successfully in Glasgow, Falkirk and
Erskine.
Paired reading
Paired or “buddy” reading is designed to help people, most commonly children, learn to read.
It is often used in classrooms to promote the development of fluent and automatic reading
skills, giving children as much support as they need to read whatever book they choose. The
readers can take turns reading, or read the words together. The better reader can help with
pronunciation, the meaning of words and understanding the story. The children can ask
questions as they read. The strategy frees up the teacher to observe paired reading sessions
and spend time working with other children.
Seaman’s Drop-in:
Rev. Howard Drysdale, the British Sailors‟ Society Port Missionary in Aberdeen, is seeking
to open a drop-in for foreign seamen. He would be looking for local church volunteers to help
run the centre.
Global Xchange (www.globalxchange.org.uk)
Global Xchange is a cross-cultural volunteer exchange programme run by Voluntary Service
Overseas in partnership with the British Council. Locally, Global Xchange is managed by
Aberdeen Foyer and funded by the Wood Family Trust. In September 2010 18 volunteers
(aged 18-25) from Tanzania and the UK will be arriving in Aberdeen for 12 weeks to
undertake voluntary work with local community projects four days a week. The volunteers
live in counterpart pairs (one UK and one Tanzanian). Global Xchange are appealing for
local people to host volunteers (for one to 12 weeks). Volunteers can share a room, even a
bed if necessary, and host homes are provided with an allowance of £100 a week to cover
food and utilities.
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***
Research shows that Christians are three times more likely than non-Christians to involve
themselves in the local community in issues that don‟t directly affect them. That‟s true for
25% of Christians – which begs the question: what about the other 75%?
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Chapter 10
FRESH EXPRESSIONS OF CHURCH
Growing the Church Through Fresh Expressions (from THE ROAD TO GROWTH
(towards a thriving Church) by Bob Jackson)
The mixed economy church: The cinema industry reinvented itself from its old “flea-pit”
image to the modern multiplex where people demand to see the film they want to see at the
time they want to see it and in the intimate environment that suits them. Yet many churches
all over the country still offer their set product at their set time on Sundays in their 1950s
environments, and wonder why fewer people come. . . Multi-congregation, multicultural,
multiplex churches meeting in appropriately modernised environments tend to buck the trend
and grow.
Flying with two wings: In this picture of the contemporary Church, it is an aeroplane
struggling to stay aloft on only one wing, spiralling downwards and widely expected to crash
out of control. The one wing is the traditional, inherited model of Church – a proper liturgy in
a proper building with proper clergy at the proper time on the proper day. The wing it is
lacking is the “fresh expressions” wing of new styles and concepts of Church suited to the
variety of people and lifestyles in the postmodern world. The task today is to construct the
other wing in mid flight before the plane crashes. Only then can the jet-powered Church soar
and fly again. The second wing is not a replacement for inherited Church. A plane with only
a starboard wing is in just as much trouble as a plane with only a port wing. The growth of
the Church requires a “both-and” approach, not an “either-or”.
. . . Liquid church is able to metamorphose its shape and culture to fit postmodern lives in a
way that solid church finds very difficult. Yet the liquid church is still the fragile child of the
solid ones. It depends on them for money, its leaders are products of solid churches, and
many of the members started out in Sunday schools in solid churches.
Who is my neighbour? If the Church wants to be true to its original purpose – to be the
Church for everyone – it needs to supplement its geographically defined parishes with some
relationally defined ones in which “neighbours” do not live next door to each other, but are
part of the same people subgroup.
Mission-shaped Church: It is the conviction that the Church of the future must become a
mixed economy of inherited modes and fresh expressions, a plane flying with two wings, a
mix of liquid and solid, of geographic and relational, that underlies the report “Missionshaped Church”. . . God is on the move, breaking the old moulds, pouring out new wine fit
for the new wineskins of a mission-shaped Church. The task is to find out what God is doing
and to help the process along.
Cafe church: When Jesus gave his famous command to “do this in remembrance of me”
(Luke 22.19). . , (h)e and his friends were actually eating a meal. The Church today seems to
be rediscovering in various ways the almost sacramental power of eating together. The meal
is a key feature of an Alpha course, through which a group of enquirers and leaders becomes
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a group of friends. One parish church held a monthly men‟s breakfast on a Saturday morning.
There was a cooked breakfast, a speaker, some singing, prayer and some congenial
friendship-making, all around tables. Several of those invited had no idea they had been to
church, but they had! For them that is their church, not an extra event to “proper” church on
Sunday. . . They might even have achieved a closer match to what Jesus meant at the Last
Supper with the command to “do this in remembrance of me”.
Churches arising out of community initiatives: If many people start to belong to church
before they believe its message, this may give those with the social skills and confidence to
be “joiners” a distinct advantage. The good news is that churches in urban areas that start
community projects can enable people lacking well-honed interpersonal skills to belong to
the community of the church. From that sense of belonging and ownership may come a new
ability to embrace the love of God and the salvation of Christ.
. . .(T)he setting up and running of community initiatives tends to be a major and demanding
undertaking. They can soak up the energy and focus of an entire church and are by no means
a guarantee of any net growth in regular worshippers. The main motive for community
initiatives has to be love, care and compassion for the human predicament, not bolstering the
attendance register figures.
. . .When the church is newly perceived to be “on our side”, rather than being a group of
outsiders commuting into the building, Christ‟s invitation to “Come to me, all you that are
weary and are carrying heavy burdens” (Matthew 11.28) is more likely to gain a response.
Relevance to the local community is one of the ways to grow the Church through fresh
expressions.
Multiple and midweek congregations: The multiple congregation church has a new
intentionality about it in a multicultural world. A church with a Radio 3 culture decides to
start a new congregation with a Radio 1 culture. A church with a grandparent culture decides
to start a new family service. A church in which there is constant tension between those
aspiring to tradition, dignity and reverence on the one hand, and those aspiring to informality,
modernity and intimacy on the other, decides to have two morning services instead of one
(see page 55). . . The same church may well then start a Sunday evening service aimed at
teenagers and young adults without children.
Some urban churches, especially in London, have in recent years been adding ethnic or
language group congregations to their multiple-congregation multiplex church life. . . Newstyle midweek congregations tend to have an even wider variety of style than Sunday ones.
Schools-linked congregations: (L)eading assemblies, taking RE lessons, looking after
Christian Unions and running lunchtime clubs. Sometimes these activities and groups can
actually become church for the young people who attend them (see page 38).
Seeker churches: It is not an easy or natural thing in British culture to invite people to come
with you to church in order to try it out.
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New interest in traditional forms: There is in the current church scene a lively interest in
retreat centres, movements and communities. . . Many are influenced by the music and
spirituality of Taize or Iona. “Holiday church” at events such as Spring Harvest, Keswick,
New Wine has become an important part of the worship diet of many Christians.
Youth congregations: Churches that try to keep their teenagers in the same worship event as
their adults on a Sunday morning usually fail. For one thing most teenagers spend their
Sunday mornings in bed, unless they have a sporting event or musical activity to get up for.
However, churches that are able to offer their young people a specialist worship event,
probably in the evening and run by specialist youth leaders or the young people themselves,
usually succeed. . . Young people today will respond to the Christian Gospel when it is
wrapped in appropriate packaging.
Fresh expressions – fresh doctrine? It can be a natural reaction for traditionally believing
Christians to view all agendas for change with suspicion, as potentially undermining the
historic faith. Thus it is possible to retreat into a “no change” ghetto, mistaking this for a
proper defence of the faith and protection of the believing Church. Rather, I would argue that
the appropriate response for traditionally believing Christians living with a fast-moving
culture outside the Church is radicalism in matters of Church order and conservatism in
matters of Church doctrine. We can only defend the faith by renewing the Church.
Yet the way we do things sometimes changes the way we believe. The words of the songs we
sing shape the bones of the faith to which we cling. The old proclamation evangelism carried
with it a doctrine of crisis-conversion in which a new Christian crossed the Rubicon of
eternal salvation through repentance from sin, which assumed a doctrinal understanding of
Christianity. Evangelism through helping people belong to the Church before they believe its
message carries with it a relational understanding of Christianity; and process evangelism
courses can sometimes seem to offer life in all its fullness without bothering too much with
sin and the danger of damnation. Is it actually possible to change the presentation of the faith
without changing the faith itself?
Lucozade was once sold in cellophane-wrapped bottles in chemist shops as medicine for
recuperating children. Then a marketing genius got to work. The bottles, though not the price,
became smaller and plastic, and Lucozade was suddenly on sale almost everywhere except
the chemist. Instead of a pick-me-up for the sick, it became an energy drink for the fit and
active. . . But it still tasted as though it was exactly the same stuff! The manufacturers had
been radical with the bottling and the marketing, but conservative with the product. Sales
rocketed. . . Fresh expressions are not a new religion; they are bringing the old religion out of
the chemist shop into the marketplace of the world and offering it to those who think they are
spiritually healthy, as well as those who recognise they are sick.
. . .At the heart of having a strategy in a local church is the working out of the one or two
priorities into which God is leading the church, and then to concentrate resources on that
priority. The aim should be to do one or two things well, not a number of things badly. It
takes courage to do new things. Failure and dissent are very real possibilities. . . The queue of
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people with a ministry of discouragement, ready to say “I told you it wouldn‟t work”, may
exist in reality, as well as in the anxious imagination of the (minister). Fresh expressions are
best attempted as the considered, prayerful policy of the whole church, rather than the pet
project of the (minister). The (minister) may indeed be the prophet, but vision needs to be
shared and owned if it is to gather transforming strength. Fresh expressions arising out of
shared vision are more likely to pull a church together as everyone works co-operatively
towards the agreed objective.
Support new members in getting involved – introductory courses, newcomer groups, a
volunteer fair before and after the service. Plan accessible church gatherings e.g. meet at a
more convenient time, or in a more accessible location, or worship in a more accessible style.
***
Linda Pollock, an ordained minister and the Kirk‟s Regional Development Officer
specialising in children‟s ministry, told “Life and Work”: “How many services have the 15
minutes kids‟ lesson at the beginning and then they all file out dutifully to be disconnected
from the body of the church? I know ministers try hard – and some are really good at
connecting with the children of their congregation, but while we cut them out – literally take
them out – of the service that is the church connecting with God, are we really doing right by
them? I don‟t think so.
“. . .The service is about offering our best to God through worship, and worship is about awe,
mystery, wonder, revelation, lamentation, praise. We dismiss our children, with the best of
intentions, to a place where we endeavour to break down into bite size pieces all that awe and
wonder and mystery. How can we make the Incarnation into a bite size piece? We must have
children immersed in the worshipping community first. They learn through imitation. . . how
can they imitate what they don‟t observe and participate in?
“. . .My dream, my ideal, would be to have, say, a 30 or 35-minute fully integrated service,
everyone included. . . After the service we‟d break into smaller, age-appropriate educational
groups, where people could talk through issues and topics that interested them. . . Why
shouldn‟t we be radical? Radical is good. Do you think Jesus was thought of as a nonradical?”
***
There isn‟t any point contacting people if you‟re going to invite them to try out something
inherently alien and therefore unwelcoming to them. Fresh expressions of church need to do
what they say on the tin; they need to still be about church – with the same theology of being
a gathering of God‟s people under God‟s word with God‟s missionary commission – but
freshly expressed for the communities they serve and grow out of e.g. toddlers‟ group,
sheltered housing service, youth group service.
***
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Rev. Albert Bogle, Bo‟ness, told “Life and Work”: “Church Without Walls, the Parish
Development Fund and the Emerging Church Group are all designed to take the Church out
to the people and engage on the ground with those who might not otherwise feel inclined to
come into church for the traditional service as practised the length and breadth of the
country.”
***
Many churches have recognised the need to develop fresh expressions of church appropriate
to each unreached group‟s specific cultural context, rather than their own. But one vital
prerequisite to developing fresh expressions of church is specific prayer (see page 39).
Mark Greene of the London Institute for Contemporary Christianity states: “It feels false to
set out with a goal of making someone a friend. On the other hand, if you ask me to try to
bless people I meet, to celebrate who they are and help them along the way towards Christ, I
can do that with integrity. . . Pray. . . my faith motivates me to pray – not only for people‟s
salvation, but for their well-being.”
Some churches even have “missionary groups” – small groups who adopt an area or people
network and pray for them.
Examples of fresh expressions of Church:
Over the last 11 years the Stockethill Community Church in Aberdeen has developed into
what they call “Simple Church”, using as little in the way of resources as possible and
meeting at Stockethill Community Centre. 10.30am on a Sunday sees contemporary worship
in a relaxed gathering at Cairncry Community Centre, whilst more traditional style services
are held on the first and third Sundays of the month at Woodhill Court and Stocket Grange.
Cafechurch (see Chapter 9).
Cathcart Trinity Church in Glasgow has traditional worship at 10am on a Sunday and
contemporary worship at 11.15am for those who enjoy worship with a lively band and praise
group. At times through the year the whole congregation worships together at 10.30am. On
the first Sunday of the month they hold their sanctuary service at 3pm, a time for quiet
reflection and prayers for healing, and at lunchtime on Thursdays they have a short service at
12.45pm, with tea, coffee, sandwiches and biscuits served beforehand at 12 noon.
Westhill Episcopal Church: Services are held in the Ashdale Hall, even though they share
the adjacent church building with the Church of Scotland and Roman Catholic Church. They
are trying to raise £2m+ to build a new church in the middle of a Stewart Milne housing
estate. Westhill‟s alternative contemporary service is better attended than their traditional
Sunday morning service.
Gilcomston South: Half-hour lunchtime services are held every Tuesday at 12.45pm,
followed by soup and sandwiches and a chance to discuss matters of faith with church staff.
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Dyce Parish Church: In trying to bridge the gap between traditional and modern forms of
worship, two different types of worship are on offer. Twice a month, on the second and last
Sundays at 9.30am, there is a more formal service with singing of traditional hymns and
psalms. Alternatively, the 11am service is a platform for new initiatives both in music and
structure of service.
St. John’s Episcopal Church: Hold a Taize Service every Wednesday at 7.30pm.
***
Phil Lightbody has been appointed by Aberdeen Presbytery to a) assist congregations with
their mission through help, advice, support and training as they develop new initiatives or
redevelop existing ones, and b) help the presbytery to develop its mission to the whole of the
city (in partnership with other denominations) and look for gaps or opportunities to reach
unreached people and, where necessary, encourage fresh expressions of church to emerge.
***
The bottom line is that we have to change the way we do church, because we do not live in
Christendom anymore.
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Chapter 11
WHAT ARE OTHER CITY CHURCHES UP TO?
St. Mary’s Cathedral and St. Peter’s RC Church: St. Vincent de Paul is held every
Tuesday at 7.30pm at St. Mary‟s to provide clothing and food for the needy. St. Peter‟s work
with the neighbouring Salvation Army to run a homeless outreach. St. Mary‟s run the Alpha
Marriage Preparation Course on a Friday night and all day Saturday (they charge £50, which
includes a marriage book and handbooks and tea and sandwiches on the Saturday), the Alpha
Marriage Course for married couples and Express Alpha at lunchtimes. St. Peter‟s knock on
doors in the Hanover area as members of the Legion of Mary.
King’s Community Church: Congregation comprises 30 nationalities. They have a street
ministry every second Friday, serving chocolate outside the church doors and speaking to
passers-by, who are welcome to come into the church. King‟s run a club called “Evergreens”
for senior citizens. They also run a crèche on Tuesdays and a Teen Challenge Drop-in for
drug addicts every Tuesday at 3.30pm. Some of the addicts go on to Teen Challenge at Fyvie.
King‟s has a saying: “Are you consumed or a consumer?”
Salvation Army (Citadel): Everything they do has to measure up to their mission statement
(see page 34). For instance, they ditched after-school and lunch clubs because they did not fit
the bill. On Wednesdays they have a homeless outreach, helped by St. Peter‟s RC Church. On
Fridays they work with the Bethany Christian Trust to run a Toastie Club for the homeless.
They also run “Silver Surfers” in conjunction with Aberdeen College to provide free
computer courses for senior citizens. Messy Church is a very controlled, craft-based
children‟s ministry where children have to be accompanied by their parent(s).
Hebron Evangelical Church: House groups of about 8-12 people meet Monday-Friday.
New Life International: Use Google Earth maps (new placemarks) to plot where members
of the congregation live (this would be a useful tool for us to adopt). Their evangelism is
mainly through Christian service, e.g. helping to decorate flats, rather than on the streets. As
well as house groups, they run a Kids‟ Club every Monday evening during term time, Alpha,
Storehouse (providing food, toiletries and household items to those in need), a daily Lunch
Club for local schoolchildren, the Lick Youth (youth ministry), Care Network (personcentred counselling), Alpha Marriage Course, Pastors‟ Surgery (for those who need to talk
through issues and/or pray) and Divorce Care (for those struggling with the effects of
divorce).
City of Joy: Outreach includes Healing on the Streets. On Tuesday nights they have Street
Reach, which includes “treasure hunting”. Basically, the volunteers meet to pray and they get
pictures or “words” about the people they are to approach when they go out onto the streets.
It can be very specific, e.g. someone called Kevin wearing a blue jumper and with a sore arm.
They then approach these people and tell them that they are their “treasure”. This usually
results in a conversation being struck up. They also do outreach to students, including Food
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for Torchers at the end of the annual parade, and a weekly student and 20s group called
“Awaken”.
Bon Accord Free Church of Scotland: Run Kidzone for primaries 1-3 and 4-7 children
once a week. They also have a Parent & Toddler Group (“Little Lambs”) which meets on a
Friday mornings. They are currently exploring with Bethany ways of extending the Night
Shelter concept all year round. Bon Accord are part of the West Central Churches
Fellowship, along with Hebron, New Life International, Gilcomston South and Crown
Terrace Baptist. The City Church and St. James‟ the Less Episcopal Church are also
affiliated. The fellowship runs joint events, including a Summer Club for kids. Bon Accord
minister, Rev. David MacPherson believes that “mercy ministry” is an effective way of
bringing churches together.
St. Margaret of Scotland Episcopal Church: Organise the Gallowgate Festival on the last
Saturday in July, with stalls, music etc. The International Youth Festival gets involved and
there is a ceilidh to round it off. On the first Friday in October the church holds a Doric
Festival. Minister, Rev. Canon Emsley Nimmo regards funerals as one of the best ways of
reaching the unchurched.
Newhills Parish Church: Currently working with a Bucksburn councillor to try and establish
a church shop/drop-in centre in Bucksburn. When he was in Mount Florida, Glasgow,
minister, Rev. Hugh Wallace used to ask people to give him “two stars and a dream” i.e. two
things they did well and one thing that they would love to do if they had the time or the
resources.
St. James the Less Episcopal Church: Hoping to provide a base for the Street Pastors,
including toilet and shower facilities. Also hoping to allow local schoolchildren to use the
church at lunchtimes to congregate and eat lunch.
Woodside Parish Church: Run a Tuesday Club for 5-12 year-olds from 4-5.30pm, with 1820 attending. As well as Sunday School for primaries 1-6, they run a “Deeper” group for
primary 7+, with 4-5 kids attending. They are planning a midweek youth event. The church
have a slot on the SHMU-FM community radio station from 8am-9am each Sunday. They
also provide starter packs for needy people moving into new accommodation.
St. George’s Tillydrone: Run a breakfast club on Sundays at 10.30am for 5-12-year-olds.
Youth worker Helen Guy is launching a youth drama club with funding from the Kirk‟s
Parish Development Fund. (Churches in the UK employ about 75,000 youth workers – three
times the number employed by the government.)
Gerrard Street Baptist Church: There are nine ministry directories, the key one being the
small group ministry. Twenty small/community groups meet mainly in houses. Some of them
are affinity groups e.g. film and theology. Also have a men‟s ministry, women‟s ministry and
children‟s ministry. The focus is on 1) street - visiting primary and secondary schools, Parent
and Toddler Group, monthly service in the Loch Court sheltered housing complex; 2) City Street Pastors, Healing on the Streets, Lunchtime Alpha etc; 3) World – working with foreign
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students in Aberdeen and sending teams out to South Africa and Uganda to aid missionary
partners.
Aberdeen YMCA: Tend to work with “unchurched” young people, from primary school age
to students. Host an after-school club from 3.30-5.30pm each day during term time, working
mainly with Gilcomston Primary, Skene Square and the Grammar School. This summer 15
young people from Aberdeen visited Germany as part of a long-standing exchange with
YMCAs in Regensburg and Berlin. Next year Aberdeen YMCA will host German
youngsters. They have a mobile football pitch which travels around Aberdeen doing street
football with a 10-minute “God spot”. They have a big screen for kids to watch sport,
including the World Cup. Also run a Youth Achievement Award Scheme which allows
youngsters to earn certificates by building up credits. Join with Gilc and other west city
centre churches, including Bon Accord Free Church, to run summer holiday clubs.
Westhill Episcopal Church: Run a Holiday Bible Club during August, which is attended by
around 100 kids. Run occasional Life Cafe and weekly Street Cafe (Fridays), handing out hot
chocolate and biscuits to teenagers at the local shopping centre. Minister, Rev. Canon Ian
Ferguson has run an Alpha Course in the local pub. He said: “We need to cross their
threshold if they won‟t cross ours. We need to keep the main thing the main thing. The main
thing is that Jesus loves these people and he wants his Church to spread that message.”
Gilcomston South Church: See themselves as serving three communities: working,
residential and night-time. Members train in bereavement counselling, helping the homeless
and helping people with addiction problems. Their Friday morning Baby and Toddlers‟
Group now has over 70 people attending (after a very slow start). Regarding the night-time
economy, Gilc hold a prayer meeting at 8.30pm on Friday and Saturday nights and open their
vestibule. From 9pm to 11pm they hand out hot chocolate to revellers.
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Chapter 12
PROJECT IDEAS
The following are just some of the church projects in Scotland that have received funding
from the Kirk‟s Parish Development Fund:Parish Nursing (www.parishnursing.co.uk)
(Susan Smith of the Parish Development Fund thinks this is a project that could work well in
Aberdeen City Centre, fitting in with the Parish Grouping‟s homelessness theme.)
Not a cure for sick parishes, not a private care plan for elderly ministers, not a strategy for
giving injections and treatments, not even traditional nursing or health advice by people using
church premises. It actually involves churches of all denominations appointing registered
nurses with community experience to promote whole person health care in their local
communities. Parish Nurse Barbara MacFarlane works out of The Steeple Church, Dundee.
She sees their role as walking alongside people at various stages of life‟s journey and
showing them the care of Christ‟s love. Last November they set up a drop-in clinic session
with NHS Tayside‟s Health and Homeless Outreach Team in the church‟s cafe area, where
volunteers from The Steeple and other churches provide a nutritious lunch. Visitors can see
NHS nurses and Barbara for dressings, advice about skin conditions, drug rehabilitation
facilities etc. Staff also give housing advice and arrange all sorts of appointments, including
access to a community dental nurse. Some of those who attend ask outright why the staff do
this work, and that affords the opportunity to talk a bit about God‟s love for them.
Sidewalk Project, Perth (http://thesidewalkproject.webnode.com)
A partnership between Perth North Church and Perth YMCA aimed at building positive
relationships with young people and providing informal education about alcohol misuse. It
operates in Perth city centre and delivers youth work on the streets on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings, as well as being in two Perth schools
St Andrew’s Family Support Project, Dundee (www.standrewsfamilysupportproject.org).
The aim is to show God‟s love, care and compassion for others in a practical way by
developing a welcoming, non-judgemental parent support facility for single parents aged 21
years and under and their children. They provide a non-statutory facility where young parents
can meet together, receive support and help, if wanted, and where they are encouraged to
develop positive interactions and play skills with their children. They seek to encourage
young parents to use mainstream facilities such as swimming pools, parks and places of
interest around Dundee. When appropriate, opportunities for extending the parents‟ education
are discussed and organised. Some parents are also helped into employment.
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Havilah
Project
at
St.
(www.arbroathstandrews.org.uk)

Andrew’s

Arbroath

(Teen

Challenge)

Havilah arose out of a spirit of caring. Through Havilah the church expresses its belief that
everyone is a child of God and that no-one should ever be written off. Started in 2006, it is
now a three-hours-a-day, three-days-a-week drop-in service open to anyone seeking company
and non-judgemental listening. They offer simple food and drink – tea, coffee, biscuits and
soup lunches in the church halls. Havilah is the name of an abundant area of land, mentioned
in the book of Genesis. Many of those who come to Havilah are young men and women with
drug problems. The project is associated with Sunnybrae, the Teen Challenge rehabilitation
centre in Aberdeenshire. For women there is a Teen Challenge centre in Wales.
Tibal, Benarty and Lochgelly (www.tibal.org.uk)
Tibal (Together in Benarty and Lochgelly) aims to create choices and chances for local
people. The main focus at present is The Edge Young Persons‟ Project for people aged 8-18
and Elderly Befriending to support the elderly and build a more cohesive community.
The Samuel Trust, Aberdeen (http://sams.smartchange.org)
The trust run Sam‟s Kids‟ Club for primary school kids and Sam‟s@7 for secondary school
kids in the St. Machar Academy catchment area. It was formed by a group of local churches
who wanted to get the kids off the streets and provide them with high energy fun and
constructive weekly events. It aims to build their confidence and self-esteem, whilst also
teaching them about Christian morals and ethics. Members also take school assemblies and
try to visit the kids in their communities
The Jacob Project (www.iona.org.uk/youth_jacob.php)
Enables vulnerable young people (16-25), caught in the world of crime, to have a real
alternative for their lives. Provides full-time volunteering work, supported accommodation,
individual pastoral care and support and befriending. Twelve young men from the Polmont
Young Offenders‟ Institution have now gone through the project with 100% success. It is coordinated by the Iona Community as part of their overall work.
Givin’ it Laldie, Making Music in the Gorbals (www.gorbalschurch.org.uk)
This is the music project of Gorbals Parish Church. They are now seeking to develop it into
something more substantial by recruiting a community musician.
Breathe Youth Group, Aberfeldy (www.breatheaberfeldy.co.uk)
Breathe – “Releasing the Potential Within” – engages and supports young people aged 11-18
by building relationships and, through the use of appropriate learning tools, creating an
environment in which they can discover themselves and develop. It is overseen by a youth
work co-ordinator and a committee of young people:- Rock Steady is a centre-based youth
club for P7 to S2 on Friday evenings during term time; Breathe the Monthly Event is a
centre-based youth event with live music and high energy activities; Bible Study groups give
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opportunities to explore Christianity; Ultimate Event is the culmination of much hard work
by local youngsters, raising over £3,000; rehearsal space is provided for bands or solo artistes
(all equipment provided); urban dance offers free tuition to children of primary 5 upwards;
Infuse Cafe is a contemporary cafe in the church centre every Tuesday evening; PX2
Pathways to Success is the latest addition to a growing worldwide initiative for young people
and the next generation of leaders; Smart Thinking provides residential holidays for young
people involved in or at risk of becoming involved in anti-social behaviour; four young lads
signed up for the Christians in Sport Summer Camp.
The Acorn Centre - Inverurie West Parish Church (www.inveruriewestchurch.org/the
acorncentre.html)
Over the past 7-8 years the congregation have been working towards using their building in a
more resourceful way. So in January 2007 the building was closed and work began to
redevelop the interior. A new floor was put in, dividing the church in two to create a worship,
conference and concert space upstairs and a hospitality area downstairs, along with a number
of smaller meeting rooms, a permanent Fair Trade shop and a gallery (similar to the idea
behind “The Mither Kirk Project”)..
The Spark Initiative, Moodiesburn (www.thesparkinitiative.org.uk)
Established in February 2000 by Chryston Parish Church to show their love of those in need,
especially the vulnerable and socially isolated. Includes the Honeypot Nursery, Befriending
Service and Homelink Liasion.
PEEK
children’s
and
(www.peekproject.org.uk)

young

people’s

project,

Gallowgate,

Glasgow

Established in October 2000 in response to local calls for provision to be made for children.
Seeks to combat the atmosphere of limited choices and few chances by listening carefully to
the voices of local children and helping them to meet their goals. Through a variety of longterm (singing group, music group, threatre group, funclubs, NICHE and Youth Bank) and
short-term activities (funshops, holiday clubs, PA Week), participants aged 5-21yrs are
offered choices and chances designed to discover and develop skills and increase confidence
and self-esteem. Currently employs three full-time and seven part-time staff. Received
£107,534 from The Big Lottery Young People‟s Fund in 2006 for development of the NICHE
programme.
Junction 12, East End of Glasgow (www.junction12.org.uk)
Youth project which aims to establish and develop caring and nurturing relationships with
10-18 year olds in the Carntyne, Cranhill and Riddrie areas of Glasgow, enabling them to
make positive and healthy choices in every area of their lives. Two full-time staff are
supported by a group of committed volunteers. The project offers a range of activities for
local young people within the schools and community. Working in partnership with local
churches, weekly activities include drop-ins, emotional and behavioural support groups,
Scripture Union groups and outings, detached work and annual residential events.
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Hot Chocolate Trust, Dundee (www.hotchocolate.org.uk)
City centre youth work organisation, operating out of The Steeple Church. The steps and
grass outside church and the Overgate Centre are meeting places for the city‟s young people.
Hot Chocolate offers regular drop-ins, music practice facilities, gigs, art workshops,
filmmaking, sports, outdoor pursuits and Exodus, a three-week summer programme. Hot
Chocolate aims to increase young people‟s self-esteem and self-knowledge by giving them
multiple opportunities to express themselves creatively and explore their gifts and interests,
from music and visual arts to faith and morality. By giving them a voice, it encourages active
citizenship and community involvement.
Bridging the Gap, Gorbals (www.bridging-the-gap.org)
Initiative aimed at bringing people closer together through breaking down barriers between
minority ethnic groups and the wider community, or through its “Go 4 It”‟ peer tutoring to
help 240 primary school pupils make a smooth transition into secondary education.
Established in 1998, it has five staff and 12 volunteers.
Blue Horizon, Aberdeen (www.bluehorizonyouth,org,uk)
Established in December 2005 after considerable local consultation and a successful New
Horizon expedition to Peru and the Amazon by Kincorth Academy students. Initiated as a
community youth charity by three churches (CoS and RC), Blue Horizon is responding to the
issues of youth disaffection and anti-social behaviour at school and on the streets of Kincorth
and Cove. It has formed strategic partnerships with Grampian Police and Kincorth Academy
to offer services and support to young people and their families. Three linked projects offer a
range of services. With Grampian Police, a street outreach project featuring a refitted doubledecker bus was launched in June 2007, providing a mobile youth centre, cafe facilities and
street-based activities in the evening.
Christians Against Poverty (www.capuk.org)
CAP is an award-winning debt counselling charity based in Bradford. The Edinburgh Wester
Hailes CAP Centre, based in Holy Trinity Church of Scotland, opened to clients in midNovember. Since then they have advised 26 clients, and 16 are using CAP services to pay off
their debts.
Greyfriars Community Project, Edinburgh (www.grassmarketmission.org)
The Grassmarket Mission is a charity dedicated to getting alongside people who are poor,
marginalised, excluded, homeless or struggling with addiction or mental illness. In
partnership with Greyfriars Kirk, they help to deliver a series of social and educational
initiatives aimed at addressing issues of isolation and need in Edinburgh city centre. Also
offer people the chance to integrate as part of a team through cooking classes, woodwork, hill
walking, art and more.
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The Sky Project (Stuff for Kids & Youth), Kilmarnock (www.theskyproject.com)
This project in a deprived area of Kilmarnock has a range of activities aimed at children and
young people who: are at risk of getting into trouble; have been excluded from other
organisations because of behaviour or costs; have extra needs because of crisis in their lives;
need a positive learning or social experience. Activities include after-school clubs, a group
for boys with challenging behaviour, an issues-based girl‟s group, a befriending scheme and a
full programme of activities during school holidays.
Radiate, Cathcart Youth Ministry, Glasgow (www.radiatecathcart.org,uk)
The aim of the project is to see young people RADIATE and reach their God-given potential
through personal commitment to God, growth in God, growing together in God and growing
out in God. In December 2005 Cara Wightman was appointed as youth worker at Cathcart
Baptist Church. The work led to contact with Cathcart Trinity Church and Cathcart United
Free. All three churches were involved in holiday clubs in 2006 and 2007. Thus Cathcart
Youth Ministry emerged.
The Haldane Trust, Stirling (www.thehaldanetrust.org.uk )
Provides young people from central Scotland with the opportunity to make a difference in
their lives and in their communities. The aim is to develop different life-changing services
that will provide support for local schools, churches and young people, regardless of age,
gender, cultural, ethnic or religious background. They engage with many young people
through their youth clubs to provide personal, social and educational learning opportunities,
and to increase and enhance self-esteem, self-confidence, aspirations and achievement. The
youth clubs highlight healthy lifestyles by maximising their full potential and equipping the
young people to become successful learners, confident individuals, responsible citizens and
effective contributors in their youth groups and communities.
(SUSAN SMITH WILL BE HOLDING A SEMINAR IN QUEEN STREET CHURCH ON
19th OCTOBER TO PROVIDE ABERDEEN CHURCHES WITH INFORMATION ON
THE FUNDING AVAILABLE FROM THE PARISH DEVELOPMENT FUND AND THE
GRANT APPLICATION PROCESS).
***
CrossReach (Church of Scotland) (www.crossreach.org.uk)
Have around 90 centres and groups throughout Scotland who care for all kinds of people with
all kinds of problems, from those with drug or substance abuse issues, to those who are too
frail to look after themselves. Convener, Rev. Syd Graham feels that the Church is in a
unique position to help carers: “Congregations can become aware of carers in their midst. We
can recognise their commitment and recognise their efforts. We can ask after them, not just
the person they are caring for. We need to allow them to feel valued and appreciated for the
work they are doing. Late last year we scheduled meetings to see how we could help our
churches work with carers in their communities. We have buildings in almost every town and
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even many villages all over the country. We can see potential in using churches as „signposts‟
for care, where people can come to get the information they need about all the hurdles they‟re
liable to face and how best to access help. We are rich in premises and people. It‟s possible
we could do more in the provision of day centre care or afternoon clubs, church transport to
either services or events – the little things that would make a huge difference to the lives of
those who care. And there are millions of them out there, ranging in age from children to the
very old, all caring for someone they love.”
Kinship Carers
Groups now extend across Scotland after starting in Possilpark Parish Church five years ago.
Support families affected by drug bereavement and addiction. Kinship Carers are often
grandparents who have to take on the role of parent(s) to their grandchildren. They held a
special service at St. Alphonsus in Calton last year. Held almost in the dark, the only light
was from candles. It was inter-denominational (drugs are not fussy what church you belong
to) and marked the lives and deaths of all those young people in Glasgow who died in 2009
as a result of drugs. Their names were recorded in a Book of Remembrance and each name
was read out, and a candle lit for every young life snuffed out too early (over 100 young
people in Glasgow alone).
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Chapter 13
EVANGELISTIC COURSES
Alpha (www.alpha.org)
The Alpha Course is an opportunity for anyone to explore the Christian faith. It is designed to
be relaxed, low key, friendly and fun, with 10 weekly meetings and one day or weekend
away. It is aimed at those who want to investigate Christianity, new Christians and those who
want to brush up on the basics. Some of the topics explored are “Who is Jesus?”, “Why and
how should I read the Bible?” and “What about the Church?” Specific Alpha courses have
been developed for different groups e.g. senior citizens, students, young people, prisoners,
married couples and couples preparing for marriage. There is also Express Alpha, which can
be run at lunchtimes.
Stephen and Graham have indicated to me that they are not keen on the Alpha Course (for
different reasons). It certainly has itscritics, but the success of Alpha, beginning with five
courses in the UK in 1992 and proliferating to 46,053 courses worldwide as of June 2010, is
in part attributable to conversations about faith issues over food, repeated week after week as
relationships form. People come to church in our time with a search for community, not
committee.
The Church of Scotland has produced an Alpha DVD which gives an insight into the way the
course has affected the life of one city congregation, Cathcart Trinity Church in Glasgow.
Minister, Rev. Iain Morrison says: “We are in Alpha to help people look into the Christian
faith, maybe in a bit more depth, and to gain understanding of what the Bible has to say about
faith, about Jesus Christ. It‟s an opportunity to meet new folk from our community who have
come in. I think the things I enjoy most about Alpha are the informal setting, seeing folk
coming to faith, coming to worship and growing their faith.” Minister, Rev. Wilma Pearson
adds: “Alpha is doing what it should be doing, which is reaching beyond the walls of the
church to the folk in the community who are coming to find out about Jesus. It is exciting that
people come to Alpha. That excites me every time. We get to know people in a deeper way.
There is something about Alpha that they trust.” And, more importantly, members of the
congregation comment: “We go to church and take things for granted, but when we sit and
think about things, it is different. I have enjoyed the talks and the discussions. Alpha is a
really good starting point.” “Alpha, as well as faith, grows friendship.” “Alpha has made a
great difference in our church. I think it has made people a lot more open to talking about
things of God and things of faith.” “I thought I knew it all, but I didn‟t, and that has been
good. It has opened a lot of doors for me.” “Coming to the Alpha Course has certainly
strengthened my ease of coming back to church again.” “When I came I was serious, I was
sad, I‟d lost my wife, and these people made me smile again. That‟s a big thing - to be able to
smile.” “The Alpha Course has been a great success and I had tears in my eyes when I
realised what this was all about.” Rev. Peter Neilson, Missions Consultant, says: “When I
look at an Alpha get-together around a table, sharing friendship in a community, talking
about the gospel and people bringing their gifts and experience, that is very much what
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Church Without Walls wanted to see happen. It is absolutely consistent with that. If I were a
minister in a church today, I would want to have Alpha or something like it.”
Christianity Explored (www.christianityexplored.org)
Christianity Explored is an informal course for people who‟d like to investigate Christianity,
or just brush up on the basics. As with Alpha, each of the 10 weekly meeting starts with a
meal, followed by a DVD or talk to explain an aspect of Christian belief and stimulate
discussion. The group, typically of six to nine people, then discusses any questions that have
arisen. The focus is on Mark‟s Gospel, with its emphasis on who Jesus was, what his aims
were, and what it means to follow him. As with Alpha, great emphasis is put on respecting
the background, culture and beliefs of all participants.
Start! (www.stps.org.uk/startcourse)
The Start! Course is designed to help people think through where they are going in their lives,
learn to ask questions about the Christian faith, discover the Good News of Jesus and
consider how they want to respond to it – and to him. The six sessions assume no previous
knowledge of anything Christian. They use a mix of DVD input, time to chat, simple
discussion activities and space for reflection. Start! is designed primarily for a group of about
5-10 members with two leaders. As well as those who want to know more about Christianity,
Start! works well with baptism families, wedding contacts, bereaved families and parents of
children and teenagers who are new to the church. The venue can be a church, house or
public venue.
Emmaus (www.e-mmaus.org.uk)
Emmaus: The Way of Faith is a course designed to welcome people into the Christian faith
and the life of the church. It aims to involve the whole church in evangelism, the nurture of
new believers and ongoing Christian discipleship. It is rooted in an understanding of
evangelism, nurture and discipleship modelled on the example of Jesus in the story of the
Emmaus road. In his report „Finding Faith Today‟, John Finney, one of the authors of
Emmaus, found that most people: come to faith in Christ through relationship with a group of
Christians; become Christians gradually, over a period of time – “Damascus road”
conversions are quite rare; find entry into church life reasonably easy – if they come with a
friend; find that “belonging” to a church comes before “believing”. The Emmaus Course
progresses through three stages – contact, nurture and growth. It begins, in Contact, by
encouraging the vision of the local church for evangelism and giving practical advice on how
to develop contact with those outside the church. The full programme includes a 15-week
Nurture course that covers the basics of the Christian life and four Growth books that help
Christians to deepen their understanding of Christian living and discipleship. It seeks to serve
the Church by respecting each person‟s journey of faith, by helping congregations to be
missionary, by encouraging flexibility and by helping leaders to fulfil their ministry.
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Chapter 14
SELECTION OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES
Action of Churches Together in Scotland (ACTS) (www.acts-scotland.org)
Aims to bring Christians of different traditions in Scotland closer to one another in their
shared faith in Jesus Christ. ACTS does this by bringing people together to meet, pray, learn,
reflect and act on matters of common concern. ACTS is made up of the Church of Scotland,
Congregational Federation, Methodist Church, Religious Society of Friends, Roman Catholic
Church, Salvation Army, Scottish Episcopal Church, United Free Church of Scotland and
United Reformed Church. ACTS has produced a document, “A Christian Vision for
Education in Scottish Schools” to express the general principles which Christians would wish
to see underpinning the education system in Scotland.
Souled Out (www.souledout.org.uk)
Souled Out is held at the AECC or Music Hall roughly every quarter. Up to 1,200 people
attend. Past speakers have included Nicky Cruz, Tony Campolo, Joel Virgo (Norfolk Youth
Conference) and Andy Hick (24/7 Prayer). The next events are on 19.11.10 (youth) and
20.11.10 (general). The event is organised by Martin Clark, Westhill,
(info@souledout.org.uk), who is the full-time director.
Causeway Prospects (www.prospects.org.uk)
Encourages partnership churches in over 180 places round the UK to run groups that meet the
particular needs of people with learning disabilities in their congregations and communities.
The groups are similar in many ways to home groups, house groups or cell groups. People get
to know each other well and offer one another practical and prayerful support; they worship
together; they study the Bible and apply it to real life situations. Causeway Prospects can
provide all a church needs to get going with confidence. Effective ministry is not difficult to
achieve. It means following some guidelines which are largely common sense. As churches
welcome and include people with learning disabilities in their services and church activities,
they are blessed and strengthened by the gifts and the love that people bring. Oldmachar
Church holds a regular Causeway Prospects Celebration.
Hope Alba (www.hopealba.org)
Launched in conjunction with “Hope 2008”, Hope Alba provides churches of all shapes and
sizes throughout Scotland with a fresh opportunity to work together across their communities.
It is relevant for urban or rural churches, irrespective of tradition. Some Christians give their
main energies to the preaching of the gospel and others to social action and involvement. But
for Jesus Christ there was no distinction. HOPE aims to build a bridge between the two as
they seek to do more, do it together, and do it in word and action. Films, discussion booklets
and other content are available from the website.
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Project Scotland (www.projectscotland.co.uk)
A national charity which helps young people realise their potential through volunteering.
Their volunteering projects change lives and aspirations, and their youth and energy give an
enormous boost to the capacity of the voluntary sector and the communities in which they
volunteer. The demand from young people is huge. Since its launch in May 2005 Project
Scotland has exceeded targets, placing over 2,900 young people into structured and
rewarding placements with over 300 non-profit organisations across Scotland. It is an
independent charity that creates partnerships between business, the voluntary sector and
government. It sees itself as a volunteering dating agency, matching young people with the
right partner organisation.
Church & Society
121 can provide an overview of Church & Society issues: how to get involved – making a
difference; resources for congregations; “Just Church” material – house groups/Bible study
resources; training sessions on presenting any of these topics. The contact is Irene
Crosthwaite (local involvement), icrosthwaite@cofscotland.org.uk ; 0131 240 2276.
Clann (www.churchofscotland.org.uk/youngpeople)
“Clann” is Gaelic for “Children”. It is the Kirk‟s ministry to and with children. Current
initiatives include the National Children‟s Assembly (for children in primaries 6 and 7) on
Iona from 16-19 October 2010, Child Friendly Church (a guide for making churches more
welcoming for children), and RITE!, a new 30-week discipleship programme for young
people at secondary school. It involves mentoring and service, sessions on the Kirk‟s history,
Bible study, an introduction to theological terminology, and a sense of being part of the world
Church. It also looks at our common ground ecumenically and offers respectful reflection on
interfaith issues. The contact is Wendy Kerr at wkerr@cofscotland.org.uk or telephone 0141
352 6946.
Scottish Storytelling Centre (www.scottishstorytellingcentre.co.uk)
The centre is supported by the Church of Scotland and occupies buildings in Edinburgh‟s
Netherbow (next door to John Knox House) that have been associated with Scottish
Christianity for centuries. Jewish and Christian storytelling traditions, anchored in the Bible,
have become part of Scotland‟s story over many centuries. The centre has also been enriched
by its work with other faith communities in Scotland and by the different religious and
cultural backgrounds of Scotland‟s storytellers. It produces several resource materials
specifically for local parishes through “Art of the Parish”. Being a Christian community in
21st century Scotland is tough, but also challenging and creative, and “Art of the Parish”
offers themes and resources for use by an individual or group: worship ideas and
questions/exercises for study and reflection; Scriptaid – an extensive range of plays, sketches
and songs suitable for performance or reading within a church event or service; StorySource
– faith communities are storytelling communities and StorySource resources are explicitly
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designed to help churches access and interpret story; drama – a range of traditional and
contemporary plays suitable for worship or church group meetings.
Future Focus
Future Focus is a “toolbox” of ideas intended to help congregations understand their situation
better, to read the signs of the times, and to answer the call of God to be all that God wants us
to be in these challenging times. The tools help us look at who we are, where we are and how
we tick. They are offered with the prayer that they will help the Church to put the spotlight on
the God we meet in Jesus Christ, and to see His glory reflected through the presence of the
Holy Spirit in the communities of Scotland. The Mission & Discipleship Council believes
that if the vision for the Church of Scotland (see page 35) is to become a reality, every
congregation needs to reflect prayerfully on its life in the light of the Gospel, and begin on a
journey to ensure that every neighbourhood and network in Scotland has access to the Gospel
of the grace of God and then responds to the call of Jesus Christ. They believe that God is
already at work in every corner of the land if only we have the eyes to see and the readiness
to follow Jesus. Jesus asked, “What do you want me to do for you?” (Mark 10:51; Matthew
20:32; Luke 18:41) What would our answer be for the Parish Grouping churches? Council
Secretary, Mission & Discipleship Council, 0131 225 5722; mandd@cofscotland.org.uk.
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APPENDIX
Figure A1: Parish Map
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